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The Graduation Exercises

MONDAY, MAY THE SIXTEENTH
TWO THOUSAND AND TWENTY-TWO
NINE O’CLOCK IN THE MORNING
THOMAS K. HEARN JR. PLAZA

THE CARILLON: “Hymns for Mother, So Dear”..........................Anthony M. Tang, University Carillonneur

THE PROCESSIONAL..............................................................Led by Head Faculty Marshal

THE PRAYER OF INVOCATION ..................................................K. Monet Rice-Jalloh
Associate University Chaplain

WELCOME AND REMARKS TO THE GRADUATES .......................Susan R. Wente
President

THE CONFERRING OF THE HONORARY DEGREE .......................Rogan T. Kersh
Provost

Eddie S. Glaude Jr., Doctor of Humane Letters
Hooding: Jonathan Lee Walton, Dean, School of Divinity & Wait Chapel, Presidential Chair in Religion & Society

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS ..................................................Anthony Kapel "Van" Jones
CNN Host and Dream Corps Founder

THE HONORING OF RETIRING FACULTY

FROM THE REYNOLDA CAMPUS

Carol B. Anderson, J.D., Clinical Professor of Law
Terry A. Baker, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Business
Lynn Book, M.F.A., Teaching Professor of Theatre and Dance
Stephen B. Boyd, Th.D., John Allen Easley Professor of the Study of Religions
Robert A. Browne, Ph.D., Professor of Biology
William E. Conner, Ph.D., Professor of Biology
William L. Davis, Ph.D., Teaching Professor of Business
Samuel T. Gladding, Ph.D., Professor of Counseling
David Hagy, M.F.A., D.M.A., Teaching Professor of Music and Director of the University Orchestra
William S. Hamilton, Ph.D., Professor of Russian
Michael L. Hughes, Ph.D., Professor of History
Michael J. Hyde, Ph.D., University Distinguished Professor of Communication Ethics
FROM THE MEDICAL CAMPUS

Louis C. Argenta, M.D., Professor of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery
David M. Cline, M.D., Professor of Emergency Medicine
L. Gail Curtis, MPAS, PA-C, Associate Professor of PA Studies
Jorge Figueroa, M.D., Ph.D., Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology
Jane Mescham Foy, M.D., Professor of Pediatrics
Kathryn McConnell Greven, M.D., FASTRO, Professor of Radiation Oncology, Otolaryngology and Obstetrics and Gynecology
William R. Hazzard, M.D., Professor of Gerontology and Geriatric Medicine
Craig K. Henkel, Ph.D., Professor of Neurobiology and Anatomy
Stanley Kogan, M.D., Professor of Urology
Nadine Maryanne Lesko, M.D., Professor of Radiology
Kerry Michael Link, M.D., M.B.A., Professor of Radiology
Michael Morykwas, Ph.D., Professor of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery
Fred W. Perrino, Ph.D., Professor of Biochemistry
Mark J. Pettenati, Ph.D., Professor of Pathology/Medical Genetics
Linda J. Portino, Ph.D., Professor of Physiology and Pharmacology
Robert Douglas Teasdall, M.D., Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery and Rehabilitation
Christopher Y. Thomas IV, M.D., Professor of Hematology and Oncology
Robert Weller, M.D., Professor of Anesthesiology

CONFERRING OF UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES AND RECOGNITION OF PROFESSIONAL & GRADUATE STUDENTS

Presented by ................................................................. Provost Kersh
Michele Gillespie, Dean, Wake Forest College of Arts and Sciences
Michelle Roehm, Interim Dean, School of Business
President Wente

THE ROTC COMMISSIONING ................................................. Major Taylor Irwin
Reserve Assistant Professor of Military Science
INTERMISSION
Graduate school and professional school graduates will recess, guided by marshals.

REMARKS FROM THE CLASS OF 2022 .................................................. Ally Swartzberg ('22)
Student Government President

THE AWARDING OF BACHELOR’S DEGREES IN WAKE FOREST COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

THE AWARDING OF BACHELOR’S DEGREES IN THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

THE ALMA MATER: “Dear Old Wake Forest” .................................................. Paschal
Graduating Seniors from the Wake Forest University Chamber Choir

Dear old Wake Forest, Thine is a noble name;
Thine is a glorious fame, Constant and true.
We give thee of our praise, Adore thine ancient days,
Sing thee our humble lays, Mother, so dear.

CLOSING REMARKS ................................................................. Provost Kersh

THE RECESSIONAL ................................................................. The Brass Ensemble

THE CARILLON: "Ode to Joy" .................................................. Ludwig van Beethoven

COMMENCEMENT NOTES
- The Commencement hashtag is #wfugrad.
- Please silence all mobile devices during the ceremony.
- This ceremony is being interpreted for the hearing-impaired by Judy Thomas and Carline Bussiere of Communication Access Partners.
- This ceremony will be livestreamed with closed captioning in Wait Chapel.
- Full coverage of Commencement is available on the Wake Forest website: commencement.news.wfu.edu.
THE HONORING OF RETIRING FACULTY

REYNOLDA CAMPUS

Wake Forest University honors Carol B. Anderson, J.D., for 37 years of dedicated service to the University and its School of Law. For her tireless service to the students and the community, Wake Forest Law will forever be indebted. Professor Anderson taught Wake Forest Law students to be the finest trial attorneys, winning regional and national competitions year after year. Her book, “North Carolina Trial Practice,” is an indispensable resource that heightens the skills of the practicing bar and improves judicial decision-making. Her active participation and leadership in the ABA, NITA, AAJ, NCAJ, NCBA and Forsyth County Bar have brought credit to the law school. In everything she does, Professor Anderson brings wisdom, joy, laughter and love.

Wake Forest University honors Terry A. Baker, Ph.D., for 24 years of dedicated service to the University and its School of Business; for award-winning teaching of financial and managerial accounting to School of Business undergraduate and graduate students both on campus and abroad; for his service in key leadership roles including MSA Program Director; for his help creating long-term, collaborative relationships with the top world-renowned accounting firms; for his encouragement of early alumni giving; for his authorship of impactful publications; for his service to the larger University and the accounting profession; and for the unwavering support and friendship he has shown his colleagues.

Wake Forest University honors Lynn Book, M.F.A., for 17 years of dedicated service to the University and its Department of Theatre and Dance and the Center for Entrepreneurship and teaching interdisciplinary creativity to undergraduates. Professor Book was one of the original developers of the entrepreneurship minor and created foundational courses that supported the relationship between creativity and entrepreneurship. Professor Book brought to Wake Forest University her acclaimed experience as an internationally recognized performance artist and developed courses and projects that opened up many students to their own creativity and set them on highly rewarding career paths.

Wake Forest University honors Stephen B. Boyd, Th.D., for 37 years of dedicated service to the University and its Department for the Study of Religions; for being an award-winning teacher who taught classes ranging from the History of Christian Thought to Gender and Religion; for establishing teaching and internship standards for the department’s religion and public engagement concentration in his role as director; for his service to the institution through the co-founding of two scholarly organizations; for his dedicated service to the community, which has been recognized by numerous awards; and for being a loyal colleague whose dedication to teaching, justice and research elevates the teacher-scholar model.

Wake Forest University honors Robert A. Browne, Ph.D., for 42 years of dedicated service to the University and its Department of Biology. Professor Browne, a scholar of population ecology, taught classes in his discipline and served generations of students through his teaching of biostatistics. He was an innovator in environmental education and led the Wake Forest minors in environmental studies and environmental science for 15 years. He is a Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. Professor Browne delighted in developing and leading international courses, especially a summer course in ecology and resource management of Southeast Australia.
Wake Forest University honors William E. Conner, Ph.D., for 34 years of dedicated service to the University and its Department of Biology. Professor Conner’s career was characterized by dedicated service to Wake Forest University and groundbreaking discoveries in animal communication. Professor Conner taught classes in comparative physiology and animal behavior and developed an innovative course in bioinspired design that united biology and business students. He was the Lelia and David Farr Professor of Innovation, Creativity, and Entrepreneurship from 2012 to 2016. Professor Conner mentored numerous young researchers and received many awards for scientific achievement, including being named a Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science in 2006.

Wake Forest University honors William L. Davis, Ph.D., for 26 years of dedicated service to the University and its School of Business; for continually dedicating himself to both undergraduate and graduate student learning and growth in the areas of organizational behavior, management communications, negotiations, and ethics and business leadership; for his expertise and enthusiastic approach to sharing his knowledge with students, colleagues, the profession and the marketplace, including countless hours of executive consulting; for his active contributions to multiple, high-impact committees across the Business School and University; and for his unwavering compassion for the Winston-Salem community through service to many.

Wake Forest University posthumously honors Samuel T. Gladding, Ph.D., for 31 years of dedicated service to the University and its Department of Counseling; for his leadership in the counseling field, where he inspired and mentored numerous students and colleagues; for teaching a wide variety of courses, such as Professional Orientation to Counseling, Group Counseling, Family Counseling, and Creativity in Counseling; for his dedicated service to the institution, particularly as assistant to the president for special projects, associate provost and department chair; for his prodigious scholarship; and for being a loyal colleague whose dedication to teaching and research exemplifies the teacher-scholar model.

Wake Forest University honors David Hagy, M.F.A., D.M.A., for 26 years of service to the University and its Department of Music as a musician who made his deep love for music instantly evident, whether he was conducting an orchestra, teaching a class or in casual conversation; for demonstrating an enthusiasm for his discipline that is infectious and inspiring, as countless grateful students in his orchestras and classrooms can attest; for showing the power of music in a variety of ways, whether he was leading the University Orchestra, conducting pit orchestras in musical theatre productions, leading professional orchestras in the region and beyond, teaching classes on campus or instructing students at Casa Artom in Venice; and for his inspiring leadership as conductor, joyful enthusiasm as a teacher and generous mentorship of countless students.

Wake Forest University posthumously honors William S. Hamilton, Ph.D., for 38 years of dedicated service to the University and its Department of German and Russian; for his phenomenal teaching, deep commitment to each student, selflessness as a colleague, unmatched intellect, musical talent, doodling skills, anecdotes that seem to go nowhere but then suddenly end with cutting insight and enlightenment, ability to be highly caffeinated and yet still fall asleep, lectures about the superior “bitey” chalkboard, imperviousness to cold weather even on February mornings on the quad, lexical playfulness, the story about the postage stamp and why it led him to learn Russian ... and what that all means about the serendipitous nature of learning and life itself.
Wake Forest University honors Michael L. Hughes, Ph.D., for 37 years of dedicated service to the University and its Department of History; for his leadership in the field of modern European and German history; for making significant contributions to our understanding of democracy, civil society and the development of the modern German state; for teaching generations of students to appreciate the complexities of the past; for his dedicated service to the institution; for his commitment to the principles of faculty governance; and for being a generous colleague who supported many junior faculty in the development of their own careers.

Wake Forest University honors Michael J. Hyde, Ph.D., for 28 years of dedicated service to the University and its Department of Communication; for his leadership in the field of communication ethics; for teaching undergraduate and graduate classes in rhetoric; for publishing over 70 articles and 11 books — with six receiving national awards; for co-writing and co-producing four documentary films; for his dedicated service to the institution, particularly in the development of the master's program in bioethics, health and society with the School of Medicine; and for being a loyal colleague whose dedication to teaching and research exemplifies the teacher-scholar model.

Wake Forest University honors Claudia T. Kairoff, Ph.D., for 36 years of dedicated service to the University and its Department of English. Claudia Thomas Kairoff, an internationally recognized scholar of 18th-century British poetry written by women, wrote groundbreaking books and articles, taught a wide range of classes from introductory to advanced on the Reynolda Campus as well as at Casa Artom, Worrell House and on the EuroTour, and served as associate dean and chair of English, among many significant administrative leadership roles. As a mentor to faculty and students, a teacher, scholar and friend, she is a model member of the Wake Forest community.

Wake Forest University honors Allan D. Louden, Ph.D., for 45 years of dedicated service to the University and its Department of Communication. Professor Louden, for 30 years, directed Wake Forest's nationally competitive debate program, serving as a leader in the world of intercollegiate debate. His research and teaching were in the always turbulent world of political communication. His latest book is the first of three volumes narrating the history of debate at Wake Forest. He served the department as the communication chairperson and director of graduate studies. He is recognized for his dedicated service to the institution and as a loyal colleague, whose dedication to teaching and research exemplifies the teacher-scholar model.

Wake Forest University honors Mary L. B. Pendergraft, Ph.D., for 34 years of dedicated service to the University and its Department of Classics; for her prominence as a nationally recognized teacher-scholar with a deep knowledge of Classical Languages; for her leadership as department chair and expertise in teaching courses on the Age of Pericles, Women in Antiquity and other scholarly topics; for serving as president of the American Classical Association and the Southern Section of CAMWS; for her role as Chief Reader for the A.P. Latin exam; and for her notable warmth, sincerity and kindness with students, staff and colleagues.

Wake Forest University honors Albert Rives, Ph.D., for 20 years of dedicated service to the University, its Department of Chemistry, its students and its alumni; for excellence in teaching a wide variety of courses across the department, including important contributions in several key teaching laboratories; for the initiation of the events of the alumni group, Wake Forest Friends of Chemistry; and for creating the iconic “WF” element lapel pins that have been worn by chemistry and other University dignitaries, including graduating chemistry majors, since 2012.
Wake Forest University honors John H. Wood, Ph.D., for 36 years of dedicated service to the University and its Department of Economics; for his leadership in the field of monetary policy and central banking; for teaching advanced classes in his discipline and sharing a lifetime of experience with his students; for his many contributions to department discourse; and for being a loyal colleague with dedication to his research and the good of the department and our students.

MEDICAL CAMPUS

Wake Forest University honors Louis C. Argenta, M.D., for 35 years of service to the University and its School of Medicine in the Department of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery; for exceptional leadership as a Department Chair, surgeon, educator and scientist; for mentoring generations of students, residents and colleagues; for outstanding innovative contributions to wound care, cleft and craniofacial care, and ground breaking reconstructive procedures; for a record of honors and awards, professional publications, and institutional service; for humanitarian service to the underserved throughout the world; and for so positively impacting the lives of countless patients, students and faculty members.

Wake Forest University honors David M. Cline, M.D., for 20 years of service to the University and its School of Medicine in the Department of Emergency Medicine; for his leadership and 34 years of service as an academic emergency physician; for his significant contributions to the fields of emergency medicine, clinical research and academic publication; for his state, regional, national and international recognition as a prolific medical writer and editor-in-chief; and for his dedication to patient care and the education of our next generation of health care professionals.

Wake Forest University honors L. Gail Curtis, MPAS, PA-C, for 40 years of service to the University and School of Medicine in the Department of PA Studies and Department of Family and Community Medicine; for exceptional talent as a clinician and teacher; for recognition as a leader in PA professional practice and sponsorship of generations of students and faculty in leadership and advocacy; for an outstanding record of awards, academic publications and grants; for her dedication to patient care and those patients with substance use disorder and their families; and for so positively impacting countless practicing PAs, students, faculty and staff.

Wake Forest University honors Jorge Figueroa M.D., Ph.D., for 31 years of service to the University and its School of Medicine in the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology; for exceptional talent as an educator and researcher; for mentoring generations of students, residents and fellows; for an outstanding record of research within Reproductive Biology and for his significant departmental and institutional service as a second year course director and third year clerkship director; and for so positively impacting the lives of countless administrative and ancillary staff, learners and faculty members.

Wake Forest University honors Jane Meschan Foy, M.D., for 25 years of service to the University and its School of Medicine in the Department of Pediatrics; for her leadership in advocating for children's health in the community, the region and the nation; for her significant contributions to General Pediatrics and holistic patient care; for her commitment to the health care of marginalized populations, pediatric mental health and public health needs; for her contributions to pediatric and advocacy literature; and for her lasting impacts in legislation for children.
Wake Forest University honors Kathryn McConnell Greven, M.D., FASTRO, for 32 years of service on faculty of Wake Forest Medical School where she achieved the rank of Professor with Tenure in Radiation Oncology as well as joint professorship appointments in the Departments of Otolaryngology and Obstetrics and Gynecology; for her contributions in resident education and clinical research that earned her Fellowship in the American Society of Radiation Oncology; for her dedication to patient care that earned her recognition as a Best Doctor in North Carolina and Best Doctor in America.

Wake Forest University honors William R. Hazzard, M.D., for 36 years of service to the University and its School of Medicine as a tenured professor in the Department of Internal Medicine, as Chair of the Department of Internal Medicine, as Founding Director of both the Sticht Center on Aging and the Wake Forest Claude Pepper Older Americans Independence Center; for significant contributions to the fields of gerontology and geriatric medicine; for his exceptional dedication to patient care; for educating a generation of students, residents and fellows in compassionate health care for older adults; and for an outstanding record of academic publications and grants.

Wake Forest University honors Craig K. Henkel, Ph.D., for 44 years of devoted service to the University and its School of Medicine in the Department of Neurobiology and Anatomy; for his scientific contributions to the understanding of the structure and function of the auditory system; and for his collegiality, his leadership in medical education and his outstanding teaching contributions to generations of medical and graduate students.

Wake Forest University honors Stanley Kogan, M.D., for his seven years of remarkable service to the University and its School of Medicine in the Department of Urology; for exceptional talent as a clinician and teacher; for mentoring students, residents and fellows; for serving as a model of patience and kindness; and for his impact on the lives of pediatric patients and their families.

Wake Forest University honors Nadine Maryanne Lesko, M.D., for 23 years of service to the University and its School of Medicine in the Department of Radiology; for her leadership and significant contributions to the field of Breast Imaging; for exceptional talent as a clinician and teacher; for educating and mentoring generations of medical students, residents and fellows; and for positively impacting the lives of countless patients, residents, fellows and faculty members, and for her complete dedication to the institution and its mission.

Wake Forest University honors Kerry Michael Link, M.D., M.B.A., for 33 years of service to the University and its School of Medicine in the Department of Radiology; for his leadership and significant contributions to the field of Cardiothoracic imaging; for exceptional talent as a clinician and teacher; for mentoring generations of medical students, residents and fellows; for exceptional compassion in patient care; for an outstanding record of engagement in other professional appointments and radiology organizations; and for positively impacting the lives of countless patients, residents, fellows and faculty members.

Wake Forest University honors Michael Morykwas, Ph.D., for 35 years of service to the University and its School of Medicine in the Department of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery; for exceptional leadership as the Director of the Plastic Surgery Research Lab, as an educator and scientist; for mentoring generations of students, residents and colleagues; for outstanding innovative contributions to wound care and plastic and reconstructive surgery; for a record of honors and awards, professional publications, intellectual property work and institutional service.
Wake Forest University honors Fred W. Perrino, Ph.D., for 32 years of service to the University, School of Medicine and Department of Biochemistry; for establishing a highly productive research program on DNA metabolism and its relationship to autoimmunity with many publications and a lengthy track record of extramural funding; for maintaining consistently high standards for training students at any stage in their career, including medical students, graduate students and postdoctoral fellows; and for leadership of the Molecular and Cellular Biosciences Program and other important appointments.

Wake Forest University honors Mark J. Pettenati, Ph.D., for 35 years of service as a faculty member to the University and its School of Medicine in the Department of Pathology as Professor of Pathology/Medical Genetics and as Director of Cytogenetic and Molecular Cytogenetic Laboratory, MSAFP Laboratory and Program, and Pediatric Speciality Laboratory; for his exceptional dedication to patient care; for excellent teaching of residents, fellows and medical students; for his expertise and outstanding contributions in the field of medical genetics; and for touching the lives of so many staff, trainees and faculty members.

Wake Forest University honors Linda J. Porrino, Ph.D., for 32 years of service as a faculty member and beloved Chair in the Department of Physiology and Pharmacology; for exceptional scientific discoveries in substance abuse research; for a multitude of academic publications and grants; for extensive collaboration with colleagues; for upholding the highest standards as a scientist and editor; for devotion to mentoring of trainees and peers; for dedication to sponsoring women in science; for vision, excellence and kindness, and for tirelessly asking the difficult questions.

Wake Forest University honors Robert Douglas Teasdall, M.D., for 28 years of service to the University and its School of Medicine in the Department of Orthopaedic Surgery and Rehabilitation and the Section on Foot and Ankle Surgery; for exceptional talent as a clinician and teacher; for mentoring generations of students, residents, fellows and faculty; for an outstanding record of teaching honors and awards, professional publications, caring for team athletics and institutional service; for serving as the model and exemplar of competence, equanimity, kindness and humility; and for impacting positively the lives of countless patients, students, residents, athletes and faculty members.

Wake Forest University honors Christopher Y. Thomas IV, M.D., for 11 years of service to the University and its School of Medicine in the Department of Internal Medicine and the Section on Hematology and Oncology and over 40 years of service to academic Hematology and Oncology; for exceptional talent as a clinician, clinician researcher and teacher; for mentoring generations of students, residents and fellows; for exceptional scientific curiosity and enthusiasm; for serving as a model of patience, kindness and humility; and for positively impacting the lives of countless patients, trainees and colleagues.

Wake Forest University honors Robert Weller, M.D., for 24 years of service to the University and its School of Medicine and 37 years in academic medicine; for his leadership of the Section on Regional Anesthesia and Acute Pain Medicine; for his innovation and excellence in education and teaching of hundreds of residents and fellows; for championing the introduction of continuous monitoring for postoperative patients; for his leadership and service on countless other clinical committees; for his leadership in launching the total joint replacement anesthesia service at Davie Hospital; and for his more than 30 publications documenting his scholarship as a national leader in regional anesthesia.
THE COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS

Faculty Marshals
Eric Carlson
Christa Colyer
J.K. Curry

Amanda Griffith
Steven Gunkel
Staci Hepler

Miaohua Jiang
Frank Moore
Stephanie Pellet

Matthew T. Phillips*
Yaohua Shi
Mary Wayne-Thomas

Student Marshals
Pilar Agudelo
Angela Alvarez
Haley Armstrong
Jackson Buttler
Erica Carl
Melissa Carver
Joe Cho
Sydnie Cockerham
Mary Costanza
Sarah Costanza
Ritt Culbreth
Brooks Davidson
Connor Deir
Reese Fortier
Abby Furman
Leslie Granados
Marie Guy
Bruce Haywood

Nicole Huertas
Caroline Kelly
Xinjie (Christy) Lai
Savannah Littlejohn
Elizabeth MacDonald
Marilla Morrison
Camille Murashige
Brissa Ortiz-Sanchez

Gina Phanomchon
Grace Powell
Stella Ross
Virginia Rush
Jen Ryan
Lee Saunders
Caroline Searcy
Olivia Snow

Gracie Stambaugh
Colby Vernon
Matt Walker
Cynthia Wang
Ethan Wearner

GRADUATING SENIORS FROM THE WFU CHAMBER CHOIR

Brianna Coppolino
Max DeMarco
Caroline Kernell
Greyson Lehman
Josh Prillaman

2022 HONORARY DEGREES

In addition to the honorary degree awarded during today’s commencement exercises, Wake Forest University conferred four honorary degrees in separate ceremonies.

Loretta Copeland Biggs, Doctor of Laws
Kelsey C. Martin, Doctor of Science
Rodney Rogers, Doctor of Humane Letters
W. Howard Upchurch, Doctor of Business Administration

THE WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY MACE

The Wake Forest University mace, a handsome staff decorated with scenes and symbols of the University, was first used at the inauguration of President James Ralph Scales in April 1968. It is a traditional symbol of authority and is carried at the head of the academic processions at commencement and convocations. The mace is shaped from a single sheet of silver covered with gold. It has an ebony handle. Etchings of Wait Chapel, Reynolda Hall, an arch at an entrance to the campus and the cupola on the Z. Smith Reynolds Library are on the largest, or middle, section. Pictures of the Old Campus are on the top section. On the bottom are panoramas of the medical school, Carswell Hall and the skyline of Winston-Salem. Each section is separated by raised drawings of magnolias. A double-cast seal of the University is at the top of the mace. The mace was given by the late Thomas H. Davis Sr. (LLD ’84) of Winston-Salem in honor of his father, Egbert Lawrence Davis Sr. (LLB 1904).

THE PRESIDENTIAL CHAIN OF OFFICE

The presidential chain of office is part of the academic regalia worn by the president at Commencement and convocations. It is a gold-plated necklace of medallions linked by onyx-centered magnolia blossoms. On each medallion is the name of a former Wake Forest president and the years of his tenure. The chain of office was a gift to the University in 1991 from Weston P. Hatfield (41), a life trustee and former chair of the board of trustees.
CONFERRED AUGUST 15, 2021

Debashish Roy ........................................... High Point, NC
BS, Khulna University
MS, Uppsala University
Doctoral Major, Chemistry
Dr. Christa Colyer, Faculty Advisor

CONFERRED SEPTEMBER 7, 2021

Karan Shamsa Devane ................................ Kolhapur, India
M.Tech, IIT Delhi
Doctoral Major, Biomedical Engineering
Dr. Scott Gayzik, Faculty Advisor

Jenny Leigh Gonzalez-Armenta ........................ Dobson, NC
BS, Western Carolina University
Doctoral Major, Molecular Medicine and Translational Science
Dr. Anthony Molina, Faculty Advisor

Derek Kellar ................................................ Bloomington, IN
BS, Indiana University
Doctoral Major, Integrative Physiology and Pharmacology
Dr. Suzanne Craft, Faculty Advisor

Blake R. Neyland .............................................. Upton, MA
BS, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Doctoral Major, Neuroscience
Dr. Christina Hugenschmidt, Faculty Advisor

Emily Elyse Rogers ..................................... Trinity, NC
MS, Wake Forest University
Doctoral Major, Neuroscience
Dr. Dwayne Godwin, Faculty Advisor

CONFERRED JANUARY 14, 2022

Stephanie Marie Batalis ............................... Granger, IN
BA, Vanderbilt University
Doctoral Major, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Dr. Tom Hollis, Faculty Advisor

Brittni M. Foster ........................................ Hendersonville, NC
MS, Western Carolina University
Doctoral Major, Molecular Medicine and Translational Science
Dr. Bethany Kerr, Faculty Advisor

CONFERRED DECEMBER 30, 2021

Jennifer L. Howard ................................. Camberland Forest, ME
BA, Kenyon College
Doctoral Major, Biology
Dr. David Anderson, Faculty Advisor

Yan Li .................................................... Zhoukou, China
BS, MS, China University of Mining and Technology
Doctoral Major, Physics
Dr. Natalie Holzwarth, Faculty Advisor

Colin Tynzink ............................................. Granville, OH
BS, Davidson College
Doctoral Major, Physics
Dr. Oana Jurchescu, Faculty Advisor
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Karan Shamsa Devane ................................ Kolhapur, India
M.Tech, IIT Delhi
Doctoral Major, Biomedical Engineering
Dr. Scott Gayzik, Faculty Advisor

Jenny Leigh Gonzalez-Armenta ........................ Dobson, NC
BS, Western Carolina University
Doctoral Major, Molecular Medicine and Translational Science
Dr. Anthony Molina, Faculty Advisor

Derek Kellar ................................................ Bloomington, IN
BS, Indiana University
Doctoral Major, Integrative Physiology and Pharmacology
Dr. Suzanne Craft, Faculty Advisor

Blake R. Neyland .............................................. Upton, MA
BS, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Doctoral Major, Neuroscience
Dr. Christina Hugenschmidt, Faculty Advisor

Emily Elyse Rogers ..................................... Trinity, NC
MS, Wake Forest University
Doctoral Major, Neuroscience
Dr. Dwayne Godwin, Faculty Advisor

CONFERRED JANUARY 14, 2022

Stephanie Marie Batalis ............................... Granger, IN
BA, Vanderbilt University
Doctoral Major, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Dr. Tom Hollis, Faculty Advisor

Brittni M. Foster ........................................ Hendersonville, NC
MS, Western Carolina University
Doctoral Major, Molecular Medicine and Translational Science
Dr. Bethany Kerr, Faculty Advisor
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

CONFERRED DECEMBER 30, 2021

Robert Whitely Allen Jr ........................ Richmond, VA
Kathryn Hayes Alphin ......................... Greensboro, NC
Raymond T. Amiraulti .............................. High Point, NC
Sara Anis ............................................ Roanoke, VA
Lydia A. Bailey ............................... Winston-Salem, NC
Tiffany Elle Bell .................................... Kingsport, TN
Emerson Elizabeth Bennett ...................... Winston-Salem, NC
Claire Berchold ........................................... Corvallis, OR
Noah Ostjes ............................................ Morgantown, WV
Frank Tilly Robinson Jr ....................... Winston-Salem, NC
Kennedy Elaine Sanders ......................... Athens, GA
Marquis Schieber ....................................... Philadelphia, PA
Jeffrey Schmoll ..................................... Melbourne, FL
Elayna Seago ............................................ Columbia, SC
Luzaida Sevilla Rivera ....................... Carolina, Puerto Rico
Jamie Eden Shapiro .............................. West Bloomfield, MI
Melyssia Newsom ............................. Newport News, VA
Shelley Diane Stevenson ....................... Allen, TX
Colson J. Streitmatter ....................... Palm Harbor, FL
Katelyn Harwell Strott ......................... Statesville, NC
Robert N. Tabackman ............................ McLean, VA
Lindsey Grace Tarpey ............................ Roopville, GA
Kathryn Grace Veraldi ....................... Wavendale, FL
Jami Elizabeth Villers ........................... Milton, DE
Andrew F. Wright $............................... Winston-Salem, NC
Keyu Wu ............................................. Guangdong, China
Mu-Tzu Wu ...................................... Yulin, Taiwan
Menghan Yang ...................................... Beijing, China
Yaqi Yang ............................................ Changsha, China
Sophie Joyce Young ............................... Greensboro, NC
Fanyi Zeng ......................................... Guangzhou, China

CONFERRED DECEMBER 29, 2021

Rebecca Kay Bennett .............................. Raleigh, NC
Stephanie Ann Bossett ............................ Friendswood, TX
Scott M. T. Bossett ......................... Washington, DC
Farisai Broughton ...................................... Atlanta, GA
Marta Eugenia Canas ............................... Winston-Salem, NC
Jacqueline M. Cohn .............................. Knoxville, TN
Stephanie Deana Cole ............................... Indianapolis, IN
Melissa Ann Cook ............................. Thomasville, NC
Terrance Davis ...................................... Temple Hills, MD
Dolores Baker Davison .......................... Wheaton, IL
Madison L. Fisher ................................. Nashville, TN
Princess Cormone Frederick .................. Wilmington, NC
Natalie Anne Freeman §§ ....................... Lincoln, NE
Brooke Marie Graham ......................... Mooresville, NC
Austen Gund ............................................. Washington, DC
Desiree Stephanie Hall ....................... Drexel Hill, PA
Sarah M. Hoblet ................................. Huntersville, NC
Elizabeth Grace Holloway ................. Clemmons, NC
Connie Fay Ille ...................................... Bristol, VA
Faith Nicole Johnson .............................. Winston-Salem, NC
Emily Luker Lis ............................ Winston-Salem, NC
Lucas Masterson ......................... Naples, FL
Whitney Watson Melancon .................. Atlanta, GA
Olivia Marie Moore ............................. Raleigh, NC
Sarah E. Nixon ....................................... Raleigh, NC
Bree Ashlee Porter ......................... Port Orange, FL
Leigh Anne Robinson ......................... Lewisville, NC

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Qiuyang Dong ........................................... Luoyang, China
Hannah Jonie Ehr ................................. Homestead, FL
Aidan Tecumseh Fashena ..................... Corvallis, OR
Darius Wendell Ford ............................. Raleigh, NC
Diana Alejandra Madrid Fuentes .......... San Pedro Sula, Honduras
Joy Andrea Youker Furlipa ................. Boise, ID
Jeffrey D. Gemi ...................................... Plymouth Meeting, PA
Mei Zhiyuan Grace .............................. Essex, VT
Robyn Greissinger ............................. Virginia Beach, VA
Michael D. Harmon Jr ....................... Taylors, SC
Ty Davis Holcomb .............................. Lexington, SC
Andrew Wesley Hudson ................... Greensboro, NC
Tristen Matthew Hynd ....................................................... Brandton, FL
Matthew J. Innella ................................. Commmack, NY
Alexander Ivanov .............................. Virginia Beach, VA
Abhi Jain ................................................. Westborough, MA
Anna Sophia Kaminski ....................... Hollis Springs, NY
Anna Virginia Kaneb ......................... Manchester, MA

Evon Kattner ........................................... High Point, NC
Ekaterina Khvatkova ......................... Pensacola, FL
Katelyn King ............................................. Winston-Salem, NC
Beatrice C. Kogsey ................................. Kenya
Jhyeon Kwon ......................................... South Korea
Bonnice Etta Laingen .............................. Marshall, VA
Jordanne-Ashley Lewis ..................... Yonkers, NY
Etsong Li ............................................ Luoyang, China
Kristy Kay Lievense .............................. Wilson, NC
Megan Alissa Longley ............................ New Orleans, LA
Madison E. Marks .............................. Waterville, OH
Bailey McDonald ...................................... Charlottesville, VA
Ava May Mack ......................... Greenlaw, NY
John Max Michel ....................................... Vestavia Hills, AL
Seth H. Misra ............................................. Syosset, NY
Eddie Mitchell .......................... Clearwater Beach, FL
Elissa Grace Moore ............................. Columbus, OH
John Tanner Morningstar .................. Whiteville, NC

§ Dual Degree Master of Divinity/Master of Arts
$ Dual Degree Juris Doctor/Master of Arts
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN LIBERAL STUDIES

CONFERRED AUGUST 15, 2021

Mary Elizabeth Ferrall ................................. Winston-Salem, NC

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION

CONFERRED DECEMBER 30, 2021

Elizabeth Bell .......................................... Asheville, NC
Tilah Camille McDowell ................................. Rural Hall, NC

CONFERRED AUGUST 15, 2021

Caroline Kenney ........................................... Milton, MA
Natalie Elizabeth Lett ....................................... Birmingham, AL
Matthew Clare McCoy .................................... Maryville, OH
Kyle Phillip Nanney ...................................... Lexington, NC
Sydney E. Schadel ......................................... Greensboro, NC
Abby Ann Scoresby ........................................... Raysville, UT
Samuel Elijah Shalaway ................................... Barto, PA
Dustin R. Smith ............................................. San Antonio, TX

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

CONFERRED DECEMBER 30, 2021

Tamarah Okam .............................................. Atlanta, GA
Ashlynn Maryanne Brock .................................. Hickory, NC
Beverly Christiana Burke ................................... Greensboro, NC
Kaya Michelle Chapman .................................. Raleigh, NC
Claudia Marie Costa ....................................... Port Reading, NJ
Marion Margaret Couzens .................................. Middleburg, VA
Michael J. Durden .......................................... Gastonia, NC
Devon Elise Davis ............................................. Detroit, MI
Victoria Elizabeth Elliott ................................. Lanlark, IL
Nathaniel L. Hauser ......................................... Knoxville, TN
Shannon Leigh King .......................................... Williamsburg, VA
Nicholas Christopoulos Lent ................................ Durham, NC
Kaila Isabella Angelique Loera ............................. Vacaville, CA
Caroline Elizabeth Miller .................................. Quechee, VT
Kyle Lucas Ondar ............................................ Manhboro, NJ
Saraj Puvvada ................................................ Cary, NC
Kaya Layman Shields ........................................ Winston-Salem, NC
Tai Nealie Williams ......................................... Acworth, GA
Macie Deandra Wilson ...................................... Blacksburg, SC
Stacy M. Yeh .................................................. Murrysville, PA
Xuanzhen Yuan .............................................. Wenzhou, China

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF FINE ARTS

CONFERRED DECEMBER 30, 2021

Brandon M. Gaesser ....................................... Charlottesville, VA

CONFERRED AUGUST 15, 2021

Brent Kirkland ............................................. Reno, NV
William D. LaCalle III ................................. Santa Fe, NM
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN HUMAN SERVICES

Matthew Carl Avera ................................................. Catonville, MD

CONFERRED DECEMBER 30, 2021

Candice Johnette Burris ........................................ Winston-Salem, NC

CONFERRED AUGUST 15, 2021

Skyler Morgan Guin .............................................. Wake Forest, NC

CANDIDATES FOR THE SCIENTIAE JURIDICAE DOCTOR DEGREE

Ahmed Abdulrahman Alhussain ................. Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Mantwa Madhiba ............................................. Durban, South Africa

Omar Abdul-Rahman Almaqarin ............... Al-Ahsa, Saudi Arabia

CANDIDATES FOR THE MASTER OF LAWS IN AMERICAN LAW DEGREE

Anna Alieksieieva ........................................... Chernivtsi, Ukraine

Munther Alruwamah .............................. Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Hadeel Abedi ............................................. Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Victor Edwin Amachree ............................... Lagos, Nigeria

Aishath Ifa Ashraf .............................................. Male, Maldives

Ibrahim Furkan Caglar ...................... Istanbul, Turkey

Rajesh Chauhan ................................................. Charlotte, NC

Robert Dimitrov ............................................. Kozloduy, Bulgaria

Solomon Gwom ................................................. Winston-Salem, NC

Omosele Janet Ile .............................................. Lagos, Nigeria

Ayse Huma Lofo ................................................. Ankara, Turkey

Chikodi Madunatua .............................................. Lagos, Nigeria

Danila Miller ............................................. Durham, NC

Manal Mohammad J. Nahn .................................... Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Dren Paca ................................................. Pristina, Kosovo

Vetrevl Ramesh Lakshmi .............. Chennai, India

Joshua Dayfdyl Xerri .............. Carduff, United Kingdom

Besarta Zuka ................................................. Yiti, Kosovo

CANDIDATES FOR THE JURIS DOCTOR DEGREE

Kristy Monir Abd-El-Malak ....................... Bayonne, NJ

Andrew Manuel Abreu ............................... Boca Raton, FL

Nicholas David Acevedo ............................... Phillupsb, NJ

Maria Suzanne Aguilera ................................. Inverness, FL

Elizabeth Peyton Aldrich ................................ Atlanta, GA

Michael Anthony Amato ................................ Simsbury, CT

Hunter Reed Artz .............................................. Camp Hill, PA

Michael Avitan-Lasry .................................. Pawleys Island, SC

Alando Jonthon Ballantyne ......................... Newman, GA

Mary Virginia Long Ballantyne ................. Richmond, VA

Natalie Elisa Barden ........................................ Houston, TX

Kendra Jhanay Barr ........................................ Bristow, VA

Sophia Persephone Barry-Hinton ................... Charleston, SC

Benjamin Robert Baughman ......................... Louisville, KY

Michael Gregory Beck ............................ Coldwater, MI

Samuel Garrett Beckworth ............................ Covington, GA

Alexander Gordon Chappell Bennett .......... Richmond, VA

Steven Paul Bradford ................................ Hannover, MA

Jaclyn Marie Bragano ................................. Clearwater, FL

Ana Brandi .................................................. Caracas, Venezuela

Katherine Elsye Brock ........................................ Dallgh, GA

Kayla Nicole Butler ................................. Summerville, SC

Yang Cao .......................................................... Beijing, China

Mansel Jakob Carlom ..................................... Bethany, CT

Blair Morgan Carpenter ............................... Huntersville, NC

Jonathan Nicholas Carter ............................. Tampa, FL

Seoyeon Aro Cho ............................................. Winston-Salem, NC

Austin Shane Coates ...................................... Lavonia, GA

Megan Elizabeth Cobb ................................ Chattanooga, TN

Jordan Baker Cohen ....................................... Starkville, MS

Cara Rae Cook ................................................. Concord, NC

Chadwick Cooper ............................................ Cornelius, NC

Anabell Olivia Copeland ............................... Highland Village, TX

Joseph Douglas Crim ........................................ Haslet, MI

Elliott M. Crossland ........................................ Charleston, SC

William Garrett Crotty .................................. Charlotte, NC

Lauren Alexandra Culver .................................. Millersburg, NC

Connor Shields Currie ....................................... Arlington, VA

Curtis D’Costa ................................................. Houston, TX

Stephen Blake Davis ....................................... Asheboro, NC

Eriona Kyre Dawson ........................................ New Bern, NC

Brian Patrick Daza .......................................... Bethesda, MD

Rachel Marie DeAngelis .................................. West Boylott, MA

Patrick Shao Deng .......................................... Madison, WI

Shelby Noelle Devine ...................................... Winston-Salem, NC

Haodi Dong ................................................. Changping, China

Jameson Anthony Edward Dobb .................... Greenville, NC

Lauren Elizabeth Douglas ................................ Scaborough, ME

Patrick William Ferguson .............................. Middleburg, VA

Alexandra Evelyn Ferri ...................................... Wake Forest, NC

Lauren Maria Funk .......................................... Chantilly, VA

Natalie Christian Galdos .................................. Tampa, FL

Aaron Blaime Gavins ....................................... Bessemer, AL

Derek Alan Gehring ........................................... Charlotte, NC

Braedan Gillman .......................................... Williamsville, NY

Rachel Lynn Golden ......................................... Glenn Head, NY

Taylor Patrick Gordon .................................... Jacksonville, FL

Savannah Lane Gray ...................................... Winston-Salem, NC

Linda Kay Haddad ............................................. Huntsville, IL

Samantha Hamilton §§§ .................................. Alexandria, KY

Jessica Lea Harrell ........................................... Charleston, SC

Erik Amelia Haston .................................. Birmingham, AL

Denison Joseph Hatch ........................................... Burke, VA

Levi Haynes .................................................. Smyrna, TN

Gunner Summey Heddien ................................ Central, SC

Walker Noah Helms .......................................... Radford, VA

Abbe Nicole Hibsh ............................................. Rochester, NY

Logan Connor Highlander .................................... Shady Spring, WV

Alexandria Grace Hill ...................................... Birmingham, AL

Robert Nicholas Hines ........................................... Charlotte, NC

Toni-Ann Hines ............................................. Kingston, Jamaica

Ryan Michael Hope ........................................ Boston, MA

Matthew Gordon Ellwood Hudson § .......................... East Ayrsbire, Scotland

James Hughes ............................................. Lawrenceville, GA

Wiley Bishop Hughes ...................................... Las Crues, NM

Aiyahay Hyacinthe .......................................... Tampa, FL

Mona Ibad ...................................................... Warren, NJ

Victoria Isom ................................................. New Orleans, LA

Cedric LaShane James ........................................... Midlley, GA

Delaney Kaye James ............................................ Ashville, NC

Ty Jameson ..................................................... Oak Ridge, NC

Charles Xavier Jenkins .................................... Huntington, WV

Samantha Grace Jenkins ................................... Apex, NC

Thomas William Joseph ...................................... Madison, AL

Jacob Aaron Johnson ....................................... Kannapolis, NC

R. Daniel Johnson ............................................ Houston, TX

Zackery Johnson ................................................. Savanna, GA

Darren Christian Kohl Jones ................................ Solon, OH

Sherry-Ann Gabriella Joseph ................................ Brooklyn, NY

Abigail Rose Karol ............................................. Chott, PA

Arya Victoria Komeru ............................................. San Antonio, TX

Holly Marie Kozak .......................................... Portsmouth, VA

John Davis LaBarre ............................................. Houston, TX

Aaron Blake Abraham Laster ............................ Millers Creek, NC

Alexander Scott Lewis ....................................... Moscow, ID

Joseph Kent Lewis .............................................. Lexington, KY

Zehang Liu ..................................................... Farmersville, VA

Alexander Freeman Magee .................................. Atlanta, GA

Timothy Jackson Maguire ................................... Walkill, NY

Gabriel Marx ..................................................... Baltimore, MD

Kody Lee McHale ............................................. Beaufort, SC

Isaiah Hans McKinney ........................................ Lake Stevens, WA

Precious Nycole McLaughlin ................................ Florence, SC

Riley Elaine McMillan ........................................... Knoxville, TN

Katherine Elizabeth Merlin .................................... Asheville, NC

Alexandra Nichole Meyer ..................................... Saint Petershur, FL

Brenna Eleese Miller § ......................................... Charlotte, NC

Jordan Alexander Mock ..................................... Williamsburg, VA

Alexandria Morgan .......................................... Stuart, FL

Sarahan Elizabeth Moser .................................... Charlotte, NC

Justice Patrick Mullern ....................................... Beaufort, SC

Priscilla Munoz Ducoing .................................. THE Woodlands, TX

Omar Basil Mustafa .......................................... San Jose, CA

Jonathan Eugene Naill ...................................... Charlotte, NC

# Participation Only
#§ Dual Degree Juris Doctor / Master of Business Administration
#§§ Dual Degree Juris Doctor / Master of Arts in Bioethics
# §§ Dual Degree Juris Doctor / Master of Arts in Sustainability
CANDIDATES FOR THE JURIS DOCTOR DEGREE (Continued)

Elizabeth Alleandra Napps ................. Richmond, VA
Thomas Clay Nast ........................... Huntsville, AL
Megan Maria Arredondo Neal ................. Dallas, TX
Hannah Caroline Neff ....................... Jensen Beach, FL
Natalia A. Nino ................................ Gainesville, FL
Ayasha Nizhoni ................................ Los Angeles, CA
Jesse Ofchiss .................................. Eugene, OR
Rachel Robertson Ormand .................... Raleigh, NC
John Keenan Osborne IV ..................... Cape May Court House, NJ
Olivia Claire Osburn ......................... San Antonio, TX
Sarah Elizabeth Page ....................... Raleigh, NC
Alison Jean Patterson ...................... New Landon, CT
Mackenzie Patton ........................... Hickory, NC
Rebecca Marie Paulus ....................... Alpharetta, GA
Jordan Michael Peterson ..................... Trenton, WI
Chelsey Manning Phelps .................... Williamstown, NC
Itâne Coleman Phillips ....................... Charlotte, NC
Graham Mark Pitman ......................... Greensville, SC
Andrew Pollard ............................. Houston, TX
Shannon Marie Porterfield ................. Camp Hill, PA
Gabrielle Prost ............................. Hickory, NC
Kelsey Elaine Rector ....................... Lexington, NC
Kristin Johnson Rempe ..................... Fairfield, CT
Jenayna Izzyte Renteria ..................... San Antonio, TX
Hunter Francis Reveck $$$ .................. Tampa, FL
Ashton Rizzi .................................. Clemmons, NC
Charlotte Ashley Robinson ................. Miami, FL
Grace Russ ................................. North Augusta, SC
Karen Kelsey Saeed ......................... Greensville, NC

Jada Nicole Saxon ........................... Washington, DC
Jennifer Joan Schaff ...................... Mount Pleasant, SC
Joseph Douglas Scott $ ................... Winston-Salem, NC
Remy Olivia Servis $ $$$ ................... Longport, NJ
Rohun Sanjay Shah .......................... Fayetteville, NC
Shrien Shah $ ............................... Voorhees, NJ
Hannah Emily Shows ....................... Rockwall, TX
Karen Elizabeth Siderovski .............. Chapel Hill, NC
Adrian E. Simioni ................................ Southpoint, NY
Catherine Anne Sims ....................... Dumfries, VA
Chloe Soleil Sink ............................ Indiantown, FL
Ethan Slabsky ............................... East Lansing, MI
Melissa Jo Smith ............................. Holly Springs, NC
Emily A. Solley ............................. Pompano Beach, FL
Allison Lindsey Spears ..................... Canalsburg, KY
Brittany Alexandra Spiassk .................. Spartanburg, SC
John Mitchell Stevelinck Jr. .............. Pinckney, MI
Tianchu Sun .................................. Beijing, China
Emily Hager Sutherland ................. Arlington, VA
Kyle Austin Tatisch .......................... Charlotte, NC
Christopher Taylor ........................ Rock Hill, SC
Makenzie Danielle Taylor ................. Seattle, WA
Amanda Reed Thompson .................. Springfield, VA
Kimberly Michelle Tomkies .................. Powell, OH
Sutton Paige Travis ......................... Carthage, TX
Alyssa Nicole Valdes ...................... Miami, FL
Alexandra Leigh Warnock ................... Ormond Beach, FL
Emily Elyse Washburn ...................... Lexington, SC
Sierra Brooke Weingartner ............. Idaho Falls, ID

Rachel Elizabeth Weissert ..................... Marietta, GA
Lashania White .............................. Kingston, Jamaica
Ehren Taylor Wilder ....................... Lexington, SC
Ashley Henlehan Willard .............. Derwood, MD
Aidan Chase Williams ..................... Pearisburg, VA
Ashley Julianne Williams .................. Hawton, GA
Belen Maria Wilson ........................ Savannah, GA
Margaret Joy Wilson ....................... Marietta, GA
Jacqueline Kelly Winters .................. White Plains, NY
Blake Monroe Witty ........................ Asheville, NC
Jessica H. Wollum .......................... West Chester, PA
Andrew Wright $$ $ $ ....................... Winston-Salem, NC
Mary Catherine Young ........................ Greensboro, NC
Hao Yu ...................................... Qingdao, China
Julia Marie Zabinski .......................... Morton, IL

CONFERRED DECEMBER 30, 2021

Patrick David Campbell ..................... Huntersville, NC
Yuchen Cook ............................... West Jordan, UT
Nathalie Anne Freeman $$ $ $ .................. Lincoln, NE
Xuening Li ...................................... Qingdao, China

CONFERRED AUGUST 15, 2021

Emily Paige Stratmeyer ..................... Baltimore, MD
Eleanore Marinda Tebbetts ................. Batesville, AR

CANDIDATES FOR THE MASTER OF STUDIES IN LAW DEGREE

Matilde Arreguin ........................... Sunnynvale, CA
Mallory Barnwell Boyle $ .................. San Antonio, TX
Jasmine Denise Brooks ..................... Atlanta, GA
Lance Bryson .................................. Polo, IL
Alexander Jacob Buehler ................. Greensboro, NC
Mark Anthony Ciancetta ................... Pittsburgh PA
Heather Hilton .............................. Winston-Salem, NC
Bobbi Hurst .................................. Southlington, OH
Yvonne Annette Hurt ....................... Elliston, VA
Anna Leigh Johnson ......................... Anchorage, AK
Kerra Jones .................................. Lawrenceville, GA
Anne Fowler Lake ......................... High Point, NC
Shannon Kathleen Mackenzie .......... Laurel Springs, NC
Alexandra Malissen ....................... Charlotte, NC
Lisa Marie McDonald ....................... Savage, MD
Neqesha Shani Mohamed ................. Ajax, Canada
Karen Elaine Morehead ..................... Laurel, MD
Patrick Callom O’Bryant ................. Bald Head Island, NC
Dawn M. Parissi ............................. Bradford, PA

Alexander Sy .............................. Winston-Salem NC
Hayley Marie Torrence .................. Mooresville, NC
Cale William Vernon ...................... Franklin, NC
Tiffany Williams ............................ Decatur, GA
Emily Rose Woff ......................... Atlanta, GA

Leah C. Riley ............................ Durham, NC
Dana Hadley Roman ....................... New Kent, VA
Christine DeLallo Shifer ................... Philadelphia, PA
Ashley Lashawn Sims ...................... Bythewood, SC
Aris Wright ................................. Atlanta, GA

CONFERRED DECEMBER 30, 2021

Keith Mattox Busby ............................ Stamford, CT
Marion Lee Craddock ....................... Charlotte, NC
Janice C. Dampare .......................... Plano, TX
Andrea Michelle Diaz ..................... Somerville, MA
Teresa A. Lewis .............................. Santa Clarita, CA
Christopher Long .......................... Somerville, MA
Andrea M. Nixon ........................... Charlotte, NC
Maureen T. Odom ........................... Chesapeake, VA
Jacqueline Leach ........................... Raleigh, NC
Marie Jenay Reed .......................... Middletown, DE

Angela L. Fauth ............................. Pittsford, NY
Jaqyelynn Giarrizzo ......................... East Rockaway, NY
Renee Lynn Granata ....................... Northfield, CT
Sandra Lewis .............................. Raleigh, NC
Heather Livingston ......................... Northampton, MA
Mohammad Asif Mahi ....................... Kernesville, NC
Kathryn Phillips Prater ........................... York, SC
John Ellis Saylor .......................... Winston-Salem, NC
Yiitsean Song .............................. New Hyde Park, NY

CONFERRED AUGUST 15, 2021

Summa Cum Laude

Ashley Henehan Willard

Magna Cum Laude

Yang Cao
Blair Morgan Carpenter
Jonathan Nicholas Carter
Stephen Blake Davis
Meghan Brigaid Falk
Natalie Christine Galdos
Jessica Lee Harrell
Gabriel Marx
Elizabeth Alleandra Napps

Sarah Elizabeth Page
Kelsey Elaine Rector
Kristin Johnson Rempe
Remy Olivia Servis
Catherine Anne Sims
Emily A. Solley
Emily Hager Sutherland
Christopher Taylor
Makenzie Danielle Taylor
Sutton Paige Travis

Cum Laude

Sophia Persephone Barry-Hinton
Jadyn Marie Bragano
Katherine Elyse Brock
Eliott M. Crossland
Haodi Dong
Nathalie Anne Freeman
Lauren Maria Funk
Rachel L. Golden
Levi Haynes
Wiley Bishop Hughes
Ty Jameson
Grace Elizabeth Ketron
Holly Marie Koizaki
Alexander Scott Lewis
Zeliang Liu
Kody Lee McHale

Isaiah McKinney
Sarah Elizabeh Moser
Jessie Ofchiss
Olivia Claire Osburn
Jordan Michael Peterson
Graham Mark Pitman
Grace Russ
Karen Kelsey Saeed
Joseph Douglas Scott
Hannah Emily Shows
Adrian E. Simioni
Melissa Jo Smith
Sierra Brooke Weingartner
Aidan Chase Williams
Jessica H. Wollum
Mary Catherine Young

† Participation Only
§ Dual Degree Juris Doctor / Master of Business Administration
$$ Dual Degree Juris Doctor / Master of Arts in Bioethics
$$$ Dual Degree Juris Doctor / Master of Arts in Sustainability

SCHOOL OF LAW GRADUATES WITH DISTINCTION

15
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE GRADUATES WITH DISTINCTION

Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Medical Society

SPRING INDUCTION

Vanessa Lukas .............................................. Lillian Nosow .............................................. Mogul, NO
Allysen Schreiber ................................. Pooja Shah .........................................................documentation error
Anthony Anzalone ............................................ Samuel Rafa .........................................................documentation error
Deborah Cull ....................................................... Emily Fishman ............................................... documentation error
Katherine Beuerlein ......... Richard Andrew Hesse .... Jordan Forte ......................................................... Zachary German ............................................... Lauren Grace Himes ............................................
Alexander Ambrosini ...................................... Morgan Barns ......................................................... Natalie Elise Cignetti ..............................................
Morgan O’Neal Carnes ...................................... Claremont, CA ......................................................... Pewsey Gay Dole .......................................................
Blake Henderson Bentley .................................. Nashville, TN ......................................................... Garrett Nathanial Durbin ..................................
Rachel Catherine Bordelon .................................. Dallas, TX ......................................................... Veronica Kate Emmrich ........................................
Dallin Stanford Broberg ..................................... carbons, PA ......................................................... Adele Marie Clifford ...........................................
Morgan O’Neal Carnes ...................................... Charlottesville, TN ................................................
Blake Henderson Bentley .................................. Aventura, FL .........................................................

Pooja Manesh Shah ............................................. Winston-Salem, NC ................................................

FALL INDUCTION

Lucy Howard ...................................................... Kelli Liu .......................................................... Rhyann Bennett Powell .........................................
David Mortensen .............................................. Christine Scott Peters ....................................... Rhyann Bennett Powell .........................................
Laurie Daniela Smith ......................................... Laura Daniela Smith ...........................................

Gold Humanism Honor Society

Rhyann Bennett Powell ......................................... Benjamin Smart ..............................................
Alexa Rangecroft .............................................. Isabella Marie Palatillo So ..................................
Hanna Ravi ....................................................... Carla Marie Palatillo So ...........................................
Sajay Saha ......................................................... Shailen Ghodgaskar ...........................................
Siba J. Saker ....................................................... Karl Wold .........................................................

§ Dual Degree Doctor of Medicine/Doctor of Philosophy

16
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENTIFIC MEDICINE

Alexandra Christine Antos .......................... Emirina, NY
Mary Caroline Austin ............................. Beaumont, TX
Lauren Elizabeth Autry ............................ Wake Forest, NC
Douglas Joe Banz ................................. Portland, NC
Kathleen Whitley Barber ............................ Advance, NC
Alexandria Lauren Blakeslee ........................ Harrison Township, MI
Michaela Sandra Bleyl ............................... Menifee, CA
Victoria Alice Brit ................................. Daytona Beach, FL
Annie Frances Campbell ............................. Ottswater, MI
Caroline Robinson Carmichael ....................... Staunton, VA
Xinyi Chen .................................... Roanoke, VA
Melissa Anne Chin ................................. Boston, MA
Jacky Kim Chum ................................ Honolua, HI
Emily Bryant Cole ................................ Norfolk, VA
Kiarra Pen Corless ................................. Gainesville, FL
Russell D. Davis ................................ Gilbert, AZ
Emily Emanuelsen ........................................ Orwata, MN
Katie Lauren Fesler ................................ Matthews, NC
Kaitlyn Belle Fingan ..................................... Castle Rock, CO
Conner Matthew Fleming ......................... Tampa, FL
Hannah Marie Frantz ................................. Woodstock, GA
Caroline Mackenzie Fugate .......................... Dallas, TX
Savannah Rae Fusaro ................................. Blythewood, SC
Alison Maureen Gallivan ......................... Oxford, MI
Rebecca Marie Gardner ............................. Augusta, GA
Lexi Nicole Geiger ........................................ Ridgeley, WV
Alyssa Catherine Godfrey ............................. New York, NY
Tiaan Deniell Good-Greene .......................... Jonesville, SC
Lily Swift Hallgring ........................................ Little Compton, RI
Olviva Claire Herder ....................................... Alexandria, VA
Kendra Paige Hogan ........................................ Albany, GA
Eric Allen Hudspeth ................................. Phoenix, AZ
Bobbie J. Hurst ...................................... Southington, OH
Kerra Jones Jackson ................................. Lawrenceville, GA
Brooke Nicole Jones ................................. Mocksville, NC
Taylor Danielle Jones ................................. Winston-Salem, NC
Emily Paige Keller ......................................... Avon, OH
Katherine Anderson Klett ............................. Irmo, SC
Elyse Rae Kourt ..................................... Saint Paul, MN
Lea Fixer Kram ........................................ Miami, FL
Cheyenne Alicia Latham ............................... Mocksville, NC
Crystal Reine Lepley ..................................... Thousand Oaks, CA
Taylor Lewis ............................................ Virginia Beach, VA
Claudia Barbara Lewis ............................... Chagrin Falls, OH
Grace Catherine Loeﬄer ................................ Advance, NC
Kathryn Armstrong Lovett ............................ Wilmingston, NC
Michelle Nguyen Mai .................................. Englewood, CO
Alexandra Elizabeth Malisens ..................... Charlotte, NC
Macy Alexandra Mantoosh ............................ Danville, VA
Elizabeth Claire Mappus ............................ Charleston, SC
Victoria Virginia Marey .............................. Jacksonville, FL
Annie B. McEachron ................................. San Francisco, CA
Hannah Louise Miksa .................................. Salt Lake City, UT
Laura Main Monaghan ............................... Baltimore, MD
Tyler William Moore .................................. Greenwich, NY
Dalton Edward Nichols ............................... Circleville, WV
Grace Nicklas-Morris ................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Anna Meiling Olson ................................. Savage, MN
Victor Mauricio Pereira .............................. Salisbury, NY
Christian Henri Prosperi ............................. Durham, NC
Madison Alexandra Redwine ............................ Atlanta, GA
Gabriela Maria Rodriguez ................................ Clearwater, FL
Lorin Tyler Roermiht .................................... Richmond, VA
Camille Macie Brown Rumpf .......................... Winston-Salem, NC
Rachel Diane Sather ...................................... Napels, FL
Allison Kay Schleutker ...................................... Naples, FL
Morgan Elizabeth Scott .............................. Miami, FL
Sabrina Shakya ......................................... Woodstock, GA
Patrice LaShay Shaw .................................. Winston-Salem, NC
Lauren Nicole Smith ................................. Summerville, SC
Sarah Elaine Smoot ................................. Randleman, NC
Katherine Soo .......................................... Sedalia, CO
Megan Kathleen Sokat .................................... Cleveland, OH
Evrhika E. Spears .................................... Lancaster, SC
Alexia Marie Standley ................................. Missoula, MT
Alison Ann Stickel ........................................ Vienna, VA
Nina Alexandra Talamas ..................................... Miami, FL
Alexandra Jane Talbert ............................... Hillsborough, NC
Madison Taylor Tenkate ............................... Richmond, VA
Danielle Rebecca Telson .............................. Clarkesville, MD
Teresa Thao Truong ..................................... Charlotte, NC
Emily Yu Wang ....................................... University, TX
Sarah Elizabeth Waddell ............................. Tazewell, VA
Sadie Knight Wannemaker ............................ Tamp, FL
Jonathan Ware ........................................... Upper Marlboro, MD
Sarah Jessica Warschun ............................. New City, NY
Abby Rebecca Lay Webb ............................. Greenwood, SC
Emily Wolff ............................................ Atlanta, GA

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF MEDICAL SCIENCE

Temitope Elizabeth Adeyanju ........................ Snellville, GA
Stephanie Lyn Angell ................................. Springfield, OH
Christopher Stephen Avalone ......................... Miami, FL
Mary Elizabeth Grace Barnes .......................... Bradenton, FL
Isabel Harman Bates ................................ Melrose, MA
Sabrina Joan Baxanos ................................. Blythewood, SC
Isaac Lane Bell ........................................... China Grove, NC
Jackson Tate Bennett ............................... Hendersonville, TN
Mark Robert Boran .................................. Orwigsburg, PA
Mitchell Thomas Bray ............................... Nashville, TN
Yutian Chi ........................................ Tiantaun, China
Thomas Stewart Coleman ............................ Kennesaw, NC
Anabel Starbuck Cordano ......................... Ridgeﬁeld, CT
Aidan Fitzgerald Dale ................................. Hingham, MA
Philip Shaffer Day ....................................... Charlotte, NC
Anne Kendall Dethero ................................ Florence, AL
Julie Anne Dodson ..................................... Raleigh, NC
Robert Alexander Eisch ............................ Tampa, FL
Mary Katharine Elrendsen .............................. Newton, PA
Sean Brian Freed ....................................... Bethlehem, PA
George Noah Gadd ................................. Belmont, NC
Laurin Dixon Goldberg .............................. Manlius, NY
Ian Alexander Goodman ............................. Winston-Salem, NC
Michael John Gruguri ................................. Columbus, OH
Jonathan J. Grimes ................................. Johns Island, SC
Kyle Guadzicz ......................................... Farmington, CT
Tyan Jesse Hamilton ...................................... Provo, UT
Abigail Elizabeth Hawkins ............................ Burlington, NC
Emma Chamberlain Kagel ............................. Fairfield, CT
Jacob Richard Klezaras ............................... Swampscot, NC
Caroline Elizabeth Knutson ......................... Leesbiana, VA
Rashel Kirsten Korte ........................................ Aztec, NM
Grant P. Kowalewski ................................. Downington, PA
Robert Alan Krohi ................................... Waldwick, NJ
Shannen Lane ....................................... Charleston, SC
Samantha Dina Laurite ............................... Atlanta, GA
Ruofan Li ........................................... Shanghui, China
Yunsheng Li .......................................... Hanzhong, China
Zhijun Liu ........................................... Shenzhen, China
Yuanshu Luo ....................................... Shenzhen, China
Zhenguo Luo ........................................... Fuzhou, China
Cameron Eugene McGeorge .......................... Dunwoody, GA
Stephen George Mitchell II ............................ Louisville, KY
Ivy A. Monroe ...................................... Cabot, AR
Benjamin Paton Murphy ............................ Baltimore, MD
Arjun Nag .......................................... Mathews, NC
Melissa Navarro ....................................... Clermont, FL
Marcus Pinson Neal IV ............................... Powhatan, VA
Garrison Young Reagan .............................. Winston-Salem, NC
Isabella Maria Rowe .................................. Albuquerque, NM
Rose Marie Savochi .................................. Northgate, NY
Charles Frederick Seals .............................. Winston-Salem, NC
Arianna Maryam Shabir .............................. Ambler, PA
Danni Shen ........................................... Nanjing, China
Wa Lam Si ........................................ Macau, China
Qiuj Tong ............................................ Enshi, China
John Charles Toothman .............................. Jupiter, FL
Ashley Marie Townsend ............................. Charlotte, NC
Justin Anthony Trudinis ................................ Naples, FL
Elizabeth Marie Turner .............................. Vineyard, US
Madison Alexandra Redwine ............................ Atlanta, GA
Gabriela Maria Rodriguez ................................ Clearwater, FL
Lorin Tyler Roermiht .................................... Richmond, VA
Camille Macie Brown Rumpf .......................... Winston-Salem, NC
Rachel Diane Sather ...................................... Napels, FL
Allison Kay Schleutker ...................................... Naples, FL
Morgan Elizabeth Scott .............................. Miami, FL
Sabrina Shakya ......................................... Woodstock, GA
Patrice LaShay Shaw .................................. Winston-Salem, NC
Lauren Nicole Smith ................................. Summerville, SC
Sarah Elaine Smoot ................................. Randleman, NC
Katherine Soo .......................................... Sedalia, CO
Megan Kathleen Sokat .................................... Cleveland, OH
Evrhika E. Spears .................................... Lancaster, SC
Alexia Marie Standley ................................. Missoula, MT
Alison Ann Stickel ........................................ Vienna, VA
Nina Alexandra Talamas ..................................... Miami, FL
Alexandra Jane Talbert ............................... Hillsborough, NC
Madison Taylor Tenkate ............................... Richmond, VA
Danielle Rebecca Telson .............................. Clarkesville, MD
Teresa Thao Truong ..................................... Charlotte, NC
Emily Yu Wang ....................................... University, TX
Sarah Elizabeth Waddell ............................. Tazewell, VA
Sadie Knight Wannemaker ............................ Tamp, FL
Jonathan Ware ........................................... Upper Marlboro, MD
Sarah Jessica Warschun ............................. New City, NY
Abby Rebecca Lay Webb ............................. Greenwood, SC
Emily Wolff ............................................ Atlanta, GA

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF MEDICAL SCIENCE WITH DISTINCTION

Mary Caroline Austin ............................. Beaumont, TX
Lauren Elizabeth Autry ............................ Wake Forest, NC
Kathleen Whitley Barber ............................ Advance, NC
Alexandria Lauren Blakeslee ........................ Harrison Township, MI
Michaela Sandra Bleyl ............................... Menifee, CA
Annie Frances Campbell ............................. Ottswater, MI
Kiarra Pen Corless ................................. Gainesville, FL
Lily Swift Hallgring ........................................ Little Compton, RI
Brooke Nicole Jones ................................. Englewood, CO
Macy Alexandra Mantoosh ............................ Danville, VA
Elizabeth Claire Mappus ............................ Charleston, SC
Victoria Virginia Marey .............................. Jacksonville, FL
Annie B. McEachron ................................. San Francisco, CA
Hannah Louise Miksa .................................. Salt Lake City, UT
Laura Main Monaghan ............................... Baltimore, MD
Tyler William Moore .................................. Greenwich, NY
Dalton Edward Nichols ............................... Circleville, WV
Grace Nicklas-Morris ................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Anna Meiling Olson ................................. Savage, MN
Victor Mauricio Pereira .............................. Salisbury, NY
Christian Henri Prosperi ............................. Durham, NC
Madison Alexandra Redwine ............................ Atlanta, GA
Gabriela Maria Rodriguez ................................ Clearwater, FL
Lorin Tyler Roermiht .................................... Richmond, VA
Camille Macie Brown Rumpf .......................... Winston-Salem, NC
Rachel Diane Sather ...................................... Napels, FL
Allison Kay Schleutker ...................................... Naples, FL
Morgan Elizabeth Scott .............................. Miami, FL
Sabrina Shakya ......................................... Woodstock, GA
Patrice LaShay Shaw .................................. Winston-Salem, NC
Lauren Nicole Smith ................................. Summerville, SC
Sarah Elaine Smoot ................................. Randleman, NC
Katherine Soo .......................................... Sedalia, CO
Megan Kathleen Sokat .................................... Cleveland, OH
Evrhika E. Spears .................................... Lancaster, SC
Alexia Marie Standley ................................. Missoula, MT
Alison Ann Stickel ........................................ Vienna, VA
Nina Alexandra Talamas ..................................... Miami, FL
Alexandra Jane Talbert ............................... Hillsborough, NC
Madison Taylor Tenkate ............................... Richmond, VA
Danielle Rebecca Telson .............................. Clarkesville, MD
Teresa Thao Truong ..................................... Charlotte, NC
Emily Yu Wang ....................................... University, TX
Sarah Elizabeth Waddell ............................. Tazewell, VA
Sadie Knight Wannemaker ............................ Tamp, FL
Jonathan Ware ........................................... Upper Marlboro, MD
Sarah Jessica Warschun ............................. New City, NY
Abby Rebecca Lay Webb ............................. Greenwood, SC
Emily Wolff ............................................ Atlanta, GA

MASTER OF MEDICAL SCIENCE GRADUATES WITH DISTINCTION

CONFERRED DECEMBER 30, 2021
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTANCY (Continued)

Diazu Luo ............................................. Zhenjiang, China
Timothy Steven Mauss .................................... Cayce, SC
Patrick Glen Morrison .................................. Lancaster, PA
Robert Foard Naumann .................................. Charlotte, NC
Matthew Ryan Nicholson ................................. Evansville, WI
Yuan Niu .............................................. Beijing, China
Ziyun Ou ............................................... Zhongshan, China

Chubo Peng ............................................. Kaifeng, China
Jingxu Rong ............................................. Shanghai, China
Jiaxin Ruan ............................................... Beijing, China
Regina Louise Ryan ..................................... Maysville, NC
Michael Benjamin Seaman .............................. Simsbury, CT
Qiannan Shi .............................................. Changsha, China
Xian Wang ............................................... Shenyang, China

Tong Wu .................................................. Weihai, China
Victoria Eileen Wyatt .................................. Carrollton, VA
Yiwei Xia .................................................. Xian, China
Hao Xu .................................................... Wuhan, China
Ziyao Yu .................................................. Shanghai, China
Brendan Ho Shing Yue .................................. Vancouver, Canada
Yiyun Zhang ............................................. Beijing, China

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTANCY GRADUATES WITH DISTINCTION

Temitope Elizabeth Adeyanju ............................. Anne Kendall Dethero
Jordan Carter Bailey ......................................... Tyran Jesse Hamilton
Anabel Starbuck Cordano ................................. Timothy Steven Mauss

Rose Marie Savocchi ...................................... Danni Shen
Uige Ujua .................................................. Tong Wu
Avery Suzanne Younis ..................................... Ziyao Yu

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

CONFERRED DECEMBER 20, 2021

Sarah Elizabeth Acampora ................................... Charlotte, NC
Matthew Rawls Austin ..................................... Charlotte, NC
Jessica Blythe Benfield .................................... Lenoir, NC
Satish Bhonsle ............................................. Mooresville, NC
Tiffany Ann Bowman ...................................... Lenoir, NC
Christopher Anthony Caraballo ............................. Brooklyn, NY
Atalia Itzamari Cardenas ..................................... Mexico City, Mexico
Samuel Blaise DeCapua ..................................... Erie, PA
Harry Koursen Destrenchian .................................. Sterling Heights, MI
Tyler Harden Elkens ....................................... Charlotte, NC
Edwin Francis ............................................. Wash, NC
Laura Cred Gray ............................................ High Point, NC
Andrew Robert Hanson ...................................... Oak Ridge, NC
James Clay Johnson ............................................ Charlotte, NC
Rishi Mathurdas Kothadia ................................... Mooresville, NC
Daniel Ward Martin ........................................... Clemmons, NC
John Lee McMillian ......................................... Fort Mill, SC
Theodore George Poulos ...................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Christopher Manning Reddy ................................ Orlando, FL
Andrew Gavin Short ......................................... Charlotte, NC
Srini Sinha .................................................. Charlotte, NC
Bree Plummer Sorrell ....................................... Charlotte, NC
Peyton Thomas Tabb ........................................ Charlotte, NC
Max DeBerry Thomason III ................................ Charlotte, NC
Tyrone Anthony Vaughn Jr ...................................... Chesapeake, VA
Pasco Mundi Wambua ...................................... Athi River, Kenya
Bei-Hou Wang ............................................. Taipei, Taiwan
Margie Julia Wiggins ......................................... Swansboro, NC

Joshua Paul Brown ......................................... High Point, NC
Nicholas Jay Butner .......................................... Lewisville, NC
Audra Katrynya Byers ....................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Robert Gregory Byrd ........................................ Charles, NC
Emily Adelle Campbell ...................................... Charlotte, NC
Christine Elizabeth Catlett ................................... Selliers, PA
Stephanie Cristal Chuquillanqui ............................ Greensboro, NC
Lily Margaret Cochrane ...................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Darius Jerme Copeland ....................................... Atlanta, GA
Tiana Michele Cox ............................................. Chester, VA
Andrew Ronald Craft ....................................... Charlotte, NC
Paul Edwin Cross Jr ......................................... Charlotte, NC
Scott Michael Curtis ......................................... Lillington, NC
Kerry Ann Danielson ......................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Zachary Brown Davis ....................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Brea Alesia Edwards .......................................... Charlotte, NC
Jason Edward Epley ......................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Kyle Christian Erker ......................................... Elkin, NC
Stephanie Marie Escalona ...................................... Miami, FL
Bernardo Gabriel Espanol ................................... Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic
Kristen Gal Fenerty .......................................... Charlotte, NC
John Charles Ferguson ....................................... Pfffftown, NC
Jennifer Lynn Fichter ....................................... Glen Mills, PA
Nicholas James Funck ......................................... Charlotte, NC
Emily Louise Gerkin ......................................... Greensboro, NC
Carlos Gonzalez-Armenta ................................... Mount Airy, NC
Sydney Katherine McKewen Good ........................... Columbus, OH
Vanessa Lee Gower ........................................... Mooresville, NC
Ryan Caleb Gragg ............................................. Boone, NC
Kathryn Lauren Guerra ...................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Scott Joseph Hafield ......................................... Charlotte, NC
Ryan Kelly High ............................................... Elkin, NC
Harold Lewis Holloway II ................................... Charlotte, NC
Gregory Charles Hrycaj ....................................... Greensboro, NC
Anthony Scott Hunter Jr ..................................... Kannapolis, NC
Lauren Stuts Hylarides ....................................... Clemmons, NC
Mersudin Ibrahimovic ....................................... Skoci, Bosnia and Herzegovina
Charles H. Jefe IV .......................................... Charlotte, NC
Lucas Daniel Bryson Johnson ............................... Charlotte, NC
Patrick Leon Jones Sr ......................................... Parma, OH
Benjamin David Kasberg ..................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Harita Katragadda ........................................... Clemmons, NC
Michael Geoffrey Kenyon ..................................... Mobile, AL
James Edward Kierman ....................................... Charlotte, NC

Matthew Kisiel ............................................... Charlotte, NC
Zachary Kevin Koch ......................................... Allentown, PA
Austin Edward LeFevre ..................................... Naperville, IL
Kayla Simmn Lisenby ....................................... Northport, AL
Taylor Ryan Marsh .......................................... Kernersville, NC
Jessica Marie McConnell ..................................... Elwood City, PA
David Graham McNeill ..................................... Raleigh, NC
Matthew Roy Miller .......................................... Cornelius, NC
Jasmine Nicole Moore ...................................... Charlotte, NC
Kelly Renee Moose .......................................... Conover, NC
Chelsey Wright Newell ....................................... Martinsville, VA
Rocio Novo .................................................. Tampa, FL
Raja Gopal Pattnala ........................................... Fort Mill, SC
Ashlee Freeland Pearson ...................................... Camden, NC
Grant Stephen Pietroculla .................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Caroline Ellen Poole .......................................... Hickory, NC
Jonathan Quinn Powers ..................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Jeffrey Bryan Bill Preece ...................................... Charlotte, NC
Tara Hoffer Puckett ........................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Carson Everett Ratcliff ...................................... Wilmington, NC
Adam Winston Rhew ......................................... Charlotte, NC
Samuel Zelig Roll ............................................. Winston-Salem, NC
Sahara Sadat-Hossieny ..................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Gregory M. Shields ........................................... Quakertown, PA
Stephen Michael Smith ....................................... Charlotte, NC
Timothy P. Starets ........................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Seth William Steele-Pardue ................................ Caryouce, NC
Barbara Stephens-Macri ..................................... Fairfield, OH
Elizabeth McNair Stover ..................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Dana Nobles Strahl ............................................. Charlotte, NC
Lindsay MichelleSwanson ...................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Lydia Ann Sworzel ............................................. East Bend, NC
Brooke James Thomas ........................................... Orlando, FL
Tammica Dashaun Turman ..................................... Huntersville, NC
Madison Sylvia Wagner ...................................... Lexington, NC
Rasul Ihe Walls ................................................ New York, NY
Haomin Wang .................................................. Colfax, NC
Jiawen Wang .................................................. Colfax, NC
Scott Bryant Wetzel ........................................... Wilmington, DE
Megan Barrett Whaker ....................................... Lexington, NC
Ashley May Wilcox ........................................... Bradenton, FL
Benton Walter Williams ...................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Tetyana Yosepiv ............................................ Charlotte, NC
Elizabeth K. Zieser-Misenheimer ............................ Winston-Salem, NC

CONFERRED AUGUST 15, 2021

Rodney Shae Andrews .................................... Pocatello, ID
Shane Robert Atwood ......................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Kristina Maria Babore ....................................... Orlando, FL
Nichole Stone Barefoot ...................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Veikasephal Ralpah Barns ..................................... Tampa, FL
Kenneth Ryan Beckham Jr .................................... Charlotte, NC
Lilliana Grace Blake .......................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Spencer Rochelle Boone ........................................ High Point, NC
Sarah King Bossman ......................................... Charlotte, NC
Scott Michael Briggs ......................................... Fort Mill, SC

Rodney Shae Andrews .................................... Pocatello, ID
Kristina Maria Babore ....................................... Orlando, FL
Sarah King Bossman ......................................... Charlotte, NC

Christine Elizabeth Catlett .................................. Andrew Ronald Craft
Kathryn Lauren Guerra ....................................... Tyler Harden Elkins
Lucas Daniel Bryson Johnson .................................. Rishi Mathurdas Kothadia
Tara Hoffer Puckett ........................................... Adam Winston Rhew
Elizabeth McNair Stover ..................................... Peyton Thomas Tabb
Elizabeth K. Zieser-Misenheimer ............................
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ANALYTICS (Continued)

CONFERRED DECEMBER 30, 2021

Omar David Belkhiter ........................... Asheville, NC
Kathryn Ann Bernstein ........................ Riverside, CT
Jason Michael Blumling ........................ Myrtle Beach, SC
Joshua Tyler Bradshaw ........................... Eustis, FL

CONFERRED AUGUST 15, 2021

Christopher Joseph Barker ........................ Newburgh, IN
Zhaopeng Li ........................................ Beijing, China
George Pantovic ................................. Austin, TX
Chen Yang ......................................... Shanghai, China

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ANALYTICS GRADUATES WITH DISTINCTION

William Lentz Alford ............................ Joshua S. Dewey
Kathryn Ann Bernstein ......................... Alexandra Karvelis Dober
Nicola Severine Bouldin ....................... Nathaniel Edgeworth Gonzalez
Lara Elizabeth Case .............................. Karen Anne Hanlon
Yuge Chen .......................................... Donghe He
William Charles Chisholm Sr ................ Morgan Raley Heinly
Nicholas Cabot Cohen .......................... William Neal Humphrey
Daniel Anthony Thompson Jr .................. Kernersville, NC
Brandon Alexander Torricella .................. Miami, FL
Chengsi Wang ...................................... Tianjin, China
Jayi Wang .......................................... Shenzhen, China
Yu Wang ........................................... Xiamen City, China
Jing Weng ......................................... Fuzhou, China
Warren Stewart Whitley ....................... Raleigh, NC
Charles Deron Wills ............................. Fayetteville, NC
Ryan Fraser Wilson ............................. Marietta, GA
Bingjie Wu ......................................... Beijing, China
Guolan Wu .......................................... Beijing, China
Binqian Xiang .................................... Foshan, China
Yihan Xie .......................................... Shanghai, China
Yuxuan Xie ........................................ Fuzhou, China
Chenwei Xu ....................................... Suzhou, China
Jingke Xu .......................................... Qiongdao, China
Boshuang Yan .................................... Qiongdao, China
WeiQi Yan .......................................... Suzhou, China
YiYi Yang ......................................... Beijing, China
Jinru Yao ......................................... Chengdu, China
Junyi Yao .......................................... Hefei, China
Shengchao Ying .................................. Zeijiang, China
Yuyu You .......................................... Chengdu, China
Hongling Yu ...................................... Ningbo, China
Xinyue Yu ......................................... Lanzhou, China
Yuan Yuan .......................................... Chengping, China
Zihan Zeng ........................................ Hangzhou, China
Fan Zhang ......................................... Xian, China
Yifei Zhang ........................................ Shanghai, China
Yuie Zhang ........................................ Zhanjiaokou, China
Zengrong Zhang .................................. Longnan, China
Zhixiang Zhang .................................. Anyang, China
Yinzhi Zhao ....................................... Suzhou, China
Yuhan Zhao ....................................... Kunming, China
Junqi Zhou ......................................... Suzhou, China
Junhui Zha ......................................... Shanghai, China
Feifan Zhang ..................................... Beijing, China
Manxi Zhao ....................................... Xiamen, China

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF DIVINITY

Elizabeth Morrow Davis ........................ Sioux Falls, SD
Ellen Marjorie Claire Doster $ .................. Brunswick, GA
Hannah Murray Fox ............................. Chuckey, TN
Paul Matthew Freeman .......................... Winston-Salem, NC
Alden Bradley Gallimore ....................... Powder Springs, GA
Weston Griffith Henderson .................... Winston-Salem, NC
Catherine Marie Jackson-Jordan ............ Huntersville, NC
Logan Wade John ................................. Frankfort, KY
Ashley LaRaine Love ............................ Salisbury, NC
Maya Latoria McCoy ............................. Winston-Salem, NC
Grace Marie McMullen .......................... Lakeland, FL
Raymond Maurice O’Harro ........................ Kinston, NC
Taylor L. Romero ................................ East Moline, IL
Auntreya Kaitlin Shepherd ..................... Lexington, KY
Ellen Dawn Snow ................................. Colfax, WA
Austin Tolbert .................................... Wytheville, VA
Madison Dori White ............................. Winston-Salem, NC
Logan Foster Willis ............................. Winston-Salem, NC

Calvin Michael Calvert .......................... Hilton Head Island, SC
Alexander Pennell Chambers .................. Spartanburg, SC
William Charles Chisholm Sr .................. Greensboro, NC
Joshua S. Dewey ................................. Toledo, OH
Alexandra Karvelis Dober ..................... Indianapolis, IN
Jintao Fang ........................................ Shanghai, China
Maribeth Ann Galie ............................. Winston-Salem, NC
Yi Guo ........................................... Brentwood, TN
Karen Anne Hanlon ............................. Cilbertsville, PA
Morgan Raley Heinly ......................... Wyomissing, PA
Rachael Elizabeth Horton-Griggs ............. Clemmons, NC
Xiao Jun Jiang .................................... Fujian, China
Yunbin Jin ......................................... Meishan, China
Randolph Robert Johnson Jr ........................ Jacksonville, FL
Jeenchuril Kim ...................................... Gaithersburg, MD
Ryan Barkley Kooser ........................... Salina, KS
Yannan Li .......................................... Jinhua, China
Hui Lin ........................................... Beijing, China
Chenhong Mo ...................................... Shanghai, China
Charles Thomas Morgan ........................ Raleigh, NC
Onyebuchi Chike Okafor ........................ Columbus, OH
James Blair Palmiert ........................... Avondale, PA
Jeffery David Patterson ............................ Rogers, AR
Meredith Catherine Bickards ................... Bethany Beach, DE
James Russell Rutherford ...................... Somerset, KY
William Schmolzke ................................... Marietta, GA
Chanel Rayate Shulman ............................. Winston-Salem, NC
Jeessy Siefken ......................................... Cuenca, Ecuador
Xinjie Tong ......................................... Wuxi, China
Jordan Vance ..................................... Marion, NC
Junyan Xu ......................................... Wuhlan, China
Nicole Rain Yarborough ............................. Greensboro, NC
Jingzheng Zhang ................................... Raleigh, NC
Kuangcheng Zhao .................................. Lanxi, China
Yang Zhao ......................................... Pingdinghan, China

CONFERRED DECEMBER 30, 2021

Joyce Ann Delane Brown .......................... Winston-Salem, NC
CONFERRED AUGUST 15, 2021

Benjamin Walker Smith .......................... Brandon, MS

$ Dual Degree Master of Divinity/Master of Arts in Counseling

‡ Participation only
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
WAKE FOREST COLLEGE
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS (Continued)

Gabriel Henrique Lopes Rolim ........................................... Recife, Brazil
Caroline Jordan Matsen ...................................................... Pepper Lake, OH
Quentin Alexander McDermott ......................................... Darrien, CT
James Parker Melinson ...................................................... Gwynedale Valley, PA
Caroline Elizabeth Miller ...................................................... Cold Spring Harbor, NY
Shane Patrick Muntz ............................................................ Phoenixville, PA
Sarah Katherine Najar ............................................................... New York, NY
Je’Vonique Quandarious Roshaan Nash ................................... Orange Park, FL
Yuxuan Ouyang ................................................................. Winston-Salem, NC
Nicolas H. Paul ................................................................. Bronx, NY
Maria L. Ramos ................................................................. Miami, FL
Charles Reese Robinson ...................................................... Dayton, OH
Catalina Ruiz-Jimenez ......................................................... Old Greenwich, CT
Ray Davis Shroyer ............................................................... Hinsdale, IL
Molly Rose Sugarman ......................................................... Owings Mills, MD
Francis Louis Turner ............................................................. Centreville, VA
James Brady Wilson ............................................................ Nantucket, MA
Benjamin Wade Mitchell ..................................................... Winston-Salem, NC

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

WAKE FOREST COLLEGE

Uzo Ahn ........................................................... Pepper Pike, OH
Victoria Paul Akangah ........................................................... Greensboro, NC
Bridget Sophie Barsanti ....................................................... Charlotte, NC
Elizabeth Grace Bedingham ................................................ Woodbury, MN
Carter Gussman Bell ............................................................ Lakeville, MN
Isaac Baelin Belvin ............................................................. Morgantown, NC
Andrew Shelmier Blackburn ................................................ North Wilkesboro, NC
Leah Carolyn Bonnisten ........................................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Shannon Marie Bowerman .................................................... Wilmington, NC
Annelise Marie Brigham .......................................................... Crown Point, IN
Henry Joseph Brooks ........................................................... Cary, NC
Dorian K. Brown ............................................................... Germantown, MD
Sarah Jennings Brown .......................................................... Columbus, SC
Sierra Elizabeth Browning .................................................... York, PA
Charles Hoyt Bryant IV ........................................................... Eden, NC
Ava Tamar Burgess .............................................................. Charlotte, NC
Jordan Catherine Buzzett ..................................................... Tampa, FL
Thais Camarillo Reyes .......................................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Aja E. Cammnon ............................................................... Hyattsville, MD
Molly Elise Carter ............................................................... Cattaraugus, NY
Sofia Rose Caruso .............................................................. Greenwich, CT
William George Caulkins .................................................... Denver, CO
Stevenson Moise Cerisier .................................................. East Austin, GA
Maria April Chavez Espinoza ................................................ Kernelsville, NC
Aiaya Chen ................................................................. Nanjing, China
Danyis Chen ................................................................. Winston-Salem, NC
Nicolas P. Chen ............................................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Yuexin Chen ................................................................. Shenzhen, China
Patrick Joon-Young Cheon .................................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Nicholas Alexander Chihlas .................................................. East Greenfield, RI
Mason Thomas Chimenti .................................................... Spand, 34
Lauren Elizabeth Cianfrani .................................................... Berlin, NJ
Spencer John Clapp ............................................................ Greensboro, NC
Zoe S. Clay ................................................................. Crozet, VA
William Roswell Clifton ...................................................... Valdosta, GA
Alexandra Marie Coffield ...................................................... Lake Barrington, IL
Meredith Ann Cook .......................................................... Marietta, OH
Abigail Grace Cole ............................................................. Rockwell, NC
Mark Byrum Cordell .......................................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Collins Bowen Crawford ....................................................... Knoxville, TN
Audrey Danielle Crowder ................................................... Brevard, NC
Meredith Brooke Cummings ................................................. Butler, PA
Christopher Ryan Curry ....................................................... High Point, NC
Michelle May Dai ............................................................ Brooklyn, NY
Jeremy Andrew Durham .................................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Lauren Helen Davies .......................................................... Pittsburgh, PA
Bryn Kann Davis ............................................................. Chapel Hill, NC
Max Camron DeMarco ...................................................... Locust Valley, PA
Nyna Jaye DeWitt ............................................................. Concord, NC
John David Delucia ............................................................ Darrien, CT
Jash Desai ................................................................. Naperville, IL
Richard Diaz ................................................................. Guttenberg, NJ
Chuyang Ding ............................................................... Shenzhen, China
Sieg Ding ................................................................. Winston-Salem, NC
Timothy Andrew Dixon ...................................................... Wilmington, NC
Soia Webb Dodaro ............................................................. Old Greenwich, CT
Jewell Chamberlain Drake ..................................................... Suffolk, VA
Seth Michael Eller ............................................................. Wilkesboro, NC
Anders Woodward Elzey ..................................................... Haddonfield, NJ
Andrew Charles Engled ....................................................... Concord, NC
John Kelly Ernst ............................................................. Loveland, OH
Laura Elizabeth Ewald .......................................................... Saint Louis, MO
Spencer Whitley Faircloth ..................................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Yeping Fan ............................................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Qiming Fang ................................................................. Winston-Salem, NC
Evelyn M. Farah ............................................................... Hills Island, SC
Madeline Fay ................................................................. Shawnee, KS
Zhiyu Feng ................................................................. Shanghai, China
Isabella Brooke Fialko ...................................................... Malvern, PA
Emily Kate Fishman ............................................................. Damascus, MO
Jennifer Ann Foster .......................................................... Roswell, GA
Joseph Cornell Alston Gaines ................................................ Macon, GA
Emma Victoria Galante .................................................... Alpharetta, GA
Karla Danette Galindo-Martinez .............................................. Rural Hall, NC
Nicholas Albert Gallardo ...................................................... Hattiesburg, MS
Megan Nicole Garrison ..................................................... Decatur, TX
Julie Diter Gass ............................................................... Charlotte, NC
Megan Elizabeth Gerber ..................................................... New Bern, NC
Bryce Terrence Gfroerer ..................................................... Dunwoody, GA
Andre Ghelker ............................................................... East Chester, NY
William Jacob Gilkeson ..................................................... Asheville, NC
Adam David Geoff .............................................................. Denton, TX
Daniela Maria Gonzalez ....................................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Zachary Kenneth Goodie .................................................... Gaitherburg, MD
Emma Joan Gordon .......................................................... New Rochelle, NY
Andrew Daniel Greene ...................................................... Milford, PA
Ida Elizabeth Greenlee ....................................................... Kill Devil Hills, NC
Joseph Tyler Grieco ............................................................ Greensboro, NC
Victoria Pennele Griffin ..................................................... Alexandria, VA
Ethan Micah Harrison ...................................................... Baltimore, MD
Max Jochen Hazlin ........................................................... New Canaan, CT
Hao Sen ................................................................. Winston-Salem, NC
Reed Pierce Hedberg ......................................................... Charlotte, NC
Anna Kathryn Himes ......................................................... Nashville, TN
Minato Hiraoka ............................................................... Stanford, NJ
Hattie F. Hoffman .............................................................. Excelsior, MN
Joseph Anthony Hooke ...................................................... Rockville, MD
Sarah Elizabeth Hoover ..................................................... Lexington, NC
Juliana Marie Hopper ......................................................... Westport, CT
Teng Yu Huo ................................................................. Winston-Salem, NC
Beschong Huang ............................................................. Nanjing, China
Ruiqi Huang ................................................................. Beijing, China
Yuzhuo Huang ............................................................... Beijing, China
Zexuan Huang ............................................................... Shenzhen, China
Loyanna Grace Hubbard ..................................................... Wilkesboro, NC
Taylor Anne Hubbard ....................................................... Fishersville, VA
Irene Oqiao Hua .............................................................. McAllen, TX
Drake Andrew Imhoff .......................................................... Barrington, IL
William Blake Inabnet ....................................................... Lexington, NC
James Karl Ives ............................................................... Wayne, PA
Marcia Blaire Jackson ....................................................... Mechanicsburg, PA
Suchi Singh Jain ............................................................... Bennett Square, PA
Avery Grace Jamieson ..................................................... Spring City, PA
John West Jordan ............................................................. Philadelphia, PA
Yiying Jiang ............................................................... Shanghai, China
Shiming Jin ............................................................... Winston-Salem, NC
Nicklas George Karras ..................................................... Wilmington, NC
Taylor Jordan Kastor .......................................................... Statesville, NC
Ryan Alan Kaufman ........................................................... Miami, FL
Bradley Thompson Kelly ..................................................... Coral Gables, FL
William Woods Kennedy .................................................... Milwaukee, WI
Caroline Grace Kernell ..................................................... Houston, TX
Michael Andrew Klaunser .................................................... Reisterstown, MD
Christian Brett Klingen ..................................................... Missoula, MT
Rebecca Allison Knapp ....................................................... Greensboro, NC
Catherine Herlin Knepp ..................................................... Baltimore, MD
Danielle Olivia Koutian ..................................................... Salisbury, MD
Bylee Megan Kophak ......................................................... Gibsons, PA
Grace Elizabeth Koster ...................................................... Pittsburgh, PA
Brett Alan Kyle ............................................................... Fort Myers, FL
Andrew Lovell LaCava ....................................................... Wimberly, TX
Rachael Lampman ............................................................ Aventura, FL
Robert Christian Langelfeld .................................................. Lexington, NC
Deborah-Drew Ogonnaya Nke-Nekeafor ................................ Sauran Land, TX
John Greyson Leham ....................................................... Durham, NC
Ailey Elise Lembresky ......................................................... Knoxville, TN
Santiago Leon Villegas ..................................................... Jacksonville, FL
Rachel June Leonard ........................................................... Falls Church, VA
Josephine Marie Levy ....................................................... Plantation, FL
Allison Lauren Lewis ......................................................... Waukegan, NY
Tianyi Li ................................................................. Winston-Salem, NC
Carlos Alberto Lima .......................................................... Pittsburg, NC
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Lineberry .................................................... Stoneville, NC
Mingyu Liu ................................................................. Beijing, China
Sixuan Liu ................................................................. Nanjing, China
Yingheng Liu ................................................................. Winston-Salem, NC
Yining Liu ................................................................. Qingdao, China
Ziqing Liu ................................................................. Nanjing, China
Jennings Robert Lobel ....................................................... Charlotte, VT
Sofia Ann Lopresti ............................................................ Providence, RI
Stephen Quentin Loy .............................................................. Mebane, NC
Morgan Nicole Lyke ............................................................ Sunwane, GA
Liangdongsheng Lyu ........................................................... Shanghai, China
Jiayu Renate Ma ............................................................. Rocky Mount, NC
Sukaina Fatima Maadrr ..................................................... Mooresville, NC
Alexander Paul Major ....................................................... Cincinnati, OH
Heer Yair Mancera-Ortiz ...................................................... High Point, NC
Emma Grace Mann ........................................................... Morrisville, NC
Rafael V. Marquez ............................................................. Biscane, NC
Caitlyn Amber Marsac .......................................................... Canton, MI
Alexander Nicolas Marshall .................................................. Clemmons, NC
Hunter Elijah Martin ............................................................. Hickory, NC
Anne Madison Mayer ......................................................... Wrightsville Beach, NC
Kyle W. McBrearty ............................................................. Debary, FL
Joseph Lyle McCalmon ...................................................... Eastland, MD
Grace Kathryn McCormack ...................................................... Chicago, IL
Sara Kathryn McCormick .................................................... Charlotte, NC
Julia Sara McElhinny ............................................................. Simpsonville, SC
Lucy C. McGinnis ........................................................... Zebulon, NC
Joseph Edward McPherson ................................................... Mebane, NC
Marlyn Medrano ............................................................... Atlanta, GA
Maya Rajesh Mehta ........................................................... Midlothian, VA
Madison Colleen Meheny .................................................... Annapolis, MD
Gregory George Miglis ............................................................ Danvers, MA
Sarah Elizabeth Miller ....................................................... Katonah, NY
Lucas Thomas Minas ............................................................ Dover, MA
Benjamin Wade Mitchell ..................................................... Winston-Salem, NC
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Nickolas G. Mookele ................. Guiford, CT
Michael John Merok ................ Kernessville, NC
Megan Grace Monroe .................. Grafton, NC
Connor Thomas Moody ............... Lauderdale, FL
Elizabeth Margaret Morrell .......... Hillsborough, NC
Stephen Leonard Morrell II .......... Morrisville, NC
Alison E. Morton ...................... Swansboro, NC
David Braxton Morton ............... Advance, NC
Amanda Margaret Mosher ........... Weston, MA
Catalina Bray Murray ............... Palos Verdes Estates, CA
Glen David Myatt Jr. ................. Purvis, MS
Simran Victoria Narula .............. Rutherford, NJ
Sarah Ruth Nicholls ................. Winston-Salem, NC
Tonatiuh Nino Jr. ..................... Winston-Salem, NC
Nishal Denis Nugar ....... North Chesterfield, VA
Jeremy Geno Nugent ................. Morristown, NJ
John Eoghan O’Keefe ............... Youngersville, NC
Victoria Ionymma Oduwa ............ Memphis, TN
Morohuntodun Olulola Oni ........ Spring, TX
Emma Grace Ornduff ................. Johnson City, TN
Ivan Gabriel Pachon ................. Miami, FL
Cameron Jordan Padilla ............. Tucson, AZ
Jacqueline Whittemore Palermo ...... Brookhaven, NY
Steven Matthew Parrilli ............. Andover, MA
Katherine Elise Parson .............. Longach, NY
Riley Brown Payne ................. Duxbury, MA
Peyton Merritt Pesavento ........... Advance, NC
Richard Alan Peep .................. Charlotte, NC
Haley Alexis Porter ................. Chery Chase, MD
Olivia Leigh Posey ................. Germantown, TN
Emily Marie Potts ............... Mount Pleasant, SC
Joshua William Prillaman ......... Martinsville, VA
Catalina Franco Prowenzano ....... Annadale, MD
Mannat Rakkar ................. Phoenix, AZ
Grayson Glen Ramsey ............... Claremont, NC
Tyler Paul Rankin ................. Wilmington, NC
Patricia Elena Reed ......... Alexandria, VA
Katharine Nicole Reis ............. New Canaan, CT
Sarah Grace Rice ................. Winston-Salem, NC
Emma Elizabeth Rickard .......... Greensboro, NC
Jackson Wiley Rigsbee .......... Morganston, NC
Ana Paula Rivas-Chavez .......... Wellington, FL
Mark Chaim Rivul .............. Marlboro, NJ
Nicolette Oriana Robinson ......... Pasadena, CA
Samantha Barbara Rodia .......... Wapole, MA
Carson Josephine Rodriguez ....... Greensboro, NC
Dustin Michael Rosh ............... Reading, MA
Andrew Carl Rust ............ New Bern, NC
Margaret Clare Rutherford ....... Sudbury, MA
Benjamin Drew Ryan ............. Montclair, NJ
Emma Shannon Ryan ............... Nashville, TN
Jonathan Farrell Sameth ......... Fair Hills, NJ
Stuart Cole Sanchez ............... Spartanburg, SC
John A. Satriale ................. Bronxville, NY
Caleb Benjamin Sawyer ......... Colonial Heights, VA
Julia Shyia Smart ............. Apex, NC
Samuel Kotler Schwartz ......... Cincinnati, OH
Zachary Pierce Screeb ......... Rutherford, NJ
Justin Connor Sheldon Shayne .... Vienna, VA
Zhen Shen ................. College Park, MD
Leonardo Silenzio .......... San Benedito del Tronto, Italy
Shyia Briana Smart ............... Apopka, FL
Jacqueline O’Malley Snell ......... Seattle, WA
William Thomas Snider ......... Weston, WV
Ashley Rose Soderberg .......... Carbondale, CO
Alan Richard Spencer .............. Hershey, PA
Andrew McRae Spiers .......... Lexington, MA
Allison Julia Sprochi .......... Pompano Beach, FL
Carolyn Parker Stewart .......... Pittsburgh, PA
Tanner Reese Stewart .......... Leesburg, VA
Ryan G. Stoltz ............... Fairfax, VA
Elizabeth Cecilia Swain ... Mobile, AL
Tyric Ahmed Swamini ......... Durham, NC
James Douglas Swaddle ......... North Carolina, NC
Conner Scott Taggart ......... Kansas City, MO
Thomas Howard Taylor ............. Rural Hall, NC
Abigail Lin Temkin ............. Montclair, NJ
Robert Jacob Thomas .......... Greensboro, NC
Yiwei Tian .............. Winston-Salem, NC
Emily Fayton Tiensh ......... Talkavina, AK
Brace Troutman ................. Wilmington, NC
Ismael Valdez .............. Winston-Salem, NC
Lai Vancelli Lopez .............. Simsbury, CT
Helena Margaret Vanderbilt ...... Simsbury, CT
Noah M. Vasquez ............ Huntsville, AL
Emily Bennett Walden .......... Wilmington, NC
Jack Lee Wool ............... Mountain Brook, AL
David Banks Walston Jr ......... Newton, PA
Wilddragon Wagner .......... Newton, PA
Daniel Cleveland Watts .......... Germanton, NC
Elizabeth Houston Welborn ...... Lookout Mountain, TN
Virginia Catherine Wells ...... Greensboro, NC
Ryan Winfield Welton .......... Raleigh, NC
Matthew Richard Wesoriski .... Cleveland, OH
Brian E. Wexler ................. Lutz, FL
Mary Ellen Whealey .......... High Point, NC
Quinn B. Wheelock .......... Nashville, TN
Frank Draxon Whitworth IV ...... Alexandria, VA
Taylor Elizabeth Wiggins ......... Charlotte, NC
Mia Churi Williams .......... Snellville, GA
Jacob Dylan Wilsey .......... West Chester, PA
Mackenzie Taylor Wood .......... Winston-Salem, NC
Caroline Frances Hidler .......... Simpsonville, SC
Hanzheng Wu .......... Guangzhou, China
Haoqing Wu .......... Shanghai, China
Jin Yan .......... Shanghui, China
Ruiya Yuan .......... Qingdao, China
Qiuye Zhang .......... Winston-Salem, NC
Yue Zhang .......... Winston-Salem, NC
Xuesen Zhao .......... Shanghai, China
Chen Zhu .......... Hangzhou, China
Annlyn Ackery Zinke .......... Nashvillle, TN
Amy Zinnia .......... Winston-Salem, NC
William Michael Zembik III .... Fort Washington, PA
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Yuju Cai .......... Winston-Salem, NC
Eduardo James Centofanti ......... Winchester, MA
Olivia Anne Corthals .......... Gaver, Belgium
Steven Patrick Gutowski ......... Falls Church, VA
Riley Daniel Herriman ......... Westampton, NJ
Kyle Bynum Holcomb .......... San Marino, CA
Zheshu Jiang .......... Wu, China
Zohaib Rehan Khawaja ...... Jacksonville, FL
Reid Allen Larson .......... Edmon, PA
Muzi Liu .......... Charlotteville, VA
Taylor Nicole Longmore ........ Louisburg, NC
Syndey V. Moore .......... Sugar Land, TX
Zachary Ryan Murphy ............. Raleigh, NC
Kayla Angeline Neary .......... Newtown, PA
Rohan Alpesh Patel .......... Louisivlle, NC
Sofia Maria Rossi .......... Akron, OH
Benjamin Marx Samberman .......... Millburn, NJ
Nicolas Brian Sciba .......... Clover, SC
Amanda Holliday Seethaler ...... Ponte Vedra Beach, FL

CONFERENCE AUGUST 15, 2021
Charles Anthony Cadena .......... North Plainfield, NJ
Deja Olicia Dobson .......... Coral Gables, FL
Michael Alexander Herrero .......... Coral Gables, FL
Hannah Rose Luebbering .......... Leawood, KS
Xinyi Ma .......... Beijing, China
Brionne Tania Pyles .......... Clarkburg, MD
Elive Grace Sellers .......... Suffolk, VA
Yike Shan .......... High Point, NC
Zeeshon Zhang .......... Winston-Salem, NC
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Justin Matthew Adler ............ Westlake, OH
Perry Elizabeth Albert .......... Toronto, Canada
Sarah Michelle Thomas Alzamora .......... Vaidros, FL
Taghi Jon Amundson .......... San Francisco, CA
Emily Elizabeth Anderson .......... McMurphy, PA
Gehrig D. Anderson .......... Ashby, MA
Isabel Catherine Anema .......... Englewood, CO
Bridget Kathryn Annino .......... Wellesley Hills, MA
Sarah Katherine Apsey .......... Allendale, NJ
Alexandra Elizabeth Ashcraft .......... Potomac, MD
Jacob Lee Austin .......... Rock Hill, SC
Ashley Katelyn Azevedo .......... San Antonio, TX
Jeffrey Hunter Balch .......... Greenville, SC
Elise Marie Ballantyne .......... Jacksonville, FL
Sara Larocche Barker .......... New York, NY
Samuel Kylor Barriga .......... Elgin, IL
 Jacob Holden Beckner .......... Arlington, VA
Andrew James Brecher .......... Wilton, CT
Mary Elizabeth Heiner Bell .......... Oak Ridge, TN
Sophie Hanulay Belomy ........ Beaufort, SC
Miles Reeve Bergman .......... Summit, NJ
Matthew Robert Bevislaqua .......... Newtowner, PA
Nicholas J. Biggs .......... Pelham, NY
Colin Avery Blasco .......... Wellesley Hills, MA
Jack Darren Blattner .......... New York, NY
John James Blood Jr .......... Ridgefield, CT
Kevn Campbell Bloomfield .......... Roanoke, VA
Matt Dore Schnaider .......... Newtowner, PA
William Jennings Brannan IV .......... San Diego, CA
Nicholas Anthony Briggs .......... Whiteboro, NY
Edward Hunter Brode II .......... West Palm Beach, FL
Alexa Margaret Brown .......... Evergreen, CO
Conor Hill Brown .......... Hendersenville, TN
Christopher Michael Bruegge .......... Holyoke, MA
Matthew Marshall Brunner .......... Potomac, MD
Danielle Whitaker Bryan .......... Terrace Park, OH
Joseph William Bryant .......... Austin, TX
Anna Maria Brylin .......... Short Hills, NJ
Elise Marie Burger .......... Charlotte, NC
Anna Clark Burkhard .......... Greensville, SC
Bridget Patricia Byrne .......... Red Bank, NJ
Liam Patrick Callahan .......... Havertown, PA
Carolyn Eva Campana .......... Hillisburg, CO
Lauren Nicole Capone .......... Durham, NC
Julia Lorraine Caravella .......... Morrisville, PA
Abigail Peyton Carpenter .......... Stevanville, MD
Jeanette Sierra Carroll .......... Tyler, CA
Brandon Michael Carter .......... West Orange, NJ
Nathan Lee Carter .......... Kenninton, MD
Franco Darks Malacrine Casotti .......... Vitoria, Brazil
Grace Isabel Castaneda .......... Houston, TX
Rohan Franck Chaturvedi .......... Andover, MA
Kefan Chen .......... Chengdu, China
Suzhe Chen .......... Guangzhou, China
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Katherine Hauser

University Park, PA

Shivani Khanna

United Kingdom

Jennifer Kline

Washington, DC

Candice Koenig

Beverly Hills, CA

Grace Forchion

Morristown, NJ

Rebecca Keating

Brookline, MA

Maggie Keating

Boise, ID

Kathleen Keating

South Orange, NJ

William Kim

Chicago, IL

Nina Kim

Easton, PA

Grace Kim

Hyannis, MA

Alex Kim

Davie, FL

Eve Kim

Coral Gables, FL

Kathryn Kim

Houston, TX

Katherine Kim

Bergen County, NJ

Grace Kim

Evanston, IL

Kathryn Kim

Kirkland, WA

Katelyn Kim

New York, NY

Katherine Kim

Shanghai, China

Grace Kim

Houston, TX

Katherine Kim

Santa Cruz, CA

Grace Kim

Las Vegas, NV

Katherine Kim

Boca Raton, FL

Grace Kim

Memphis, TN

Kathy Kim

Boulder, CO

Grace Kim

Salt Lake City, UT

Katherine Kim

Atlanta, GA

Grace Kim

Chicago, IL

Katherine Kim

Los Angeles, CA

Grace Kim

San Francisco, CA

Katherine Kim

Philadelphia, PA

Grace Kim

Boca Raton, FL

Katherine Kim

Boston, MA

Grace Kim

New York, NY

Katherine Kim

New York, NY

Grace Kim

Santa Barbara, CA
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
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Hannah Elizabeth Abernethy
Henry Milo Addington
Uzo Ahn
Victor Paul Akangah
Gabrielle C. Albert
Jackson D. Allen
Farah Munzer Alsakhita
Sarah Michelle Thomas Alzamora
Tagh Joni Ambundson
Elizabeth Ruth Anderson
Benjamin A. Andrews
Sarah Katherine Apsey
Armand Amin Ash
Chloe Elizabeth Baker
Jeffrey Hunter Balck
Brooke Elizabeth Baragar
Sara Laroche Barker
Emily Lynneys Batts
Carlos Bernardo Batz Jr.
Sophie Hanaelli Bellomy
Alien Raevelin Belvin
Miles Reeve Bergman
Meaghan Kaye Bohny
Leah Carolyn Bonsall
Shannon Marie Bowerman
Fehme Tamim Braish
William Jennings Branan IV
Nicklas Stodel Brekin
Edward Hunter Brode II
Sarah Bridgham Bussey
Anthony Calogero Sottosanti
Andrew Calogero Sottosanti
Devonte Olalekan Sobamowo
Morgan Barrett Smith
Ashley Elizabeth Silver
Morgan Barrett Smith
Devoria Olaskian Sobamowo
Ashley Rose Soderberg
Andreu Galogero Sottosanti
Richard Maxwell Spurling III
Alexandra Mason Staats

CUM LAUDE

Emmett Francis Degen
Peter Walsdon Delaney
J. Alexander DeNovo
Olivia Paige D’Eramo
Jack D’Emilio
Sierra K. DeVaux
Nynae Jaye DeWitt
Catherine Naia Diemer
Chuyi Ding
Saqi Ding
Gabrielle Rose DeTrigial
Dillon Louis Dod
Jewel Chamberlain Drake
Thomas Rains Draper
Palmer Hillard Duxon
Jaclyn Leigh Ebering
Sean Gavin Eseka
Georgia Susan Evans
Zachary Evan Facioni
Evelyn M Farah
Madeline Fay
Grayson Barrett Felton
Emily Miriam Ficker
Garrett W Fisher
Kelsey Sara Flores
Maria Fernanda Flores
Alyssa Danielle Foster
Royce Enrique Francisco
Ashley Lisseth Frank
McKenna Adams Frank
Peter Frederick French
Mary Caroline Funk
Emma Victoria Galante
Frank Dane Garroy Gall Jr.
Madeleine Rose Genta
Micalea Giberti
Alexandra D. Goetsch
Grace Elizabeth Goldman Parker
Christian Gravina Samuel Ryan
Greenberg Hannah Lynn Griggs
Prasanth Vigna Venkatara Sai Gudur
Adrian Antonio Gutierrez Kathryn M Hall
Nicholas Stephen Hannah
Ava Nicole Hansen
Lucas Gregory Hanson
David Cameron Hanson
Ethan Collins Hawkins
Max IOSM Hazzin
Reed Pierce Hedberg
Alexander Bradshaw Henske
Alexandra Karl Herne
John Paul Higinbothom III
Hannah Elizabeth Hill
Malcolm Taylor Hoerter
Teng Yu Hsiao
Taylor Cotton Hunter
Kevin Raymond Hussy
Rachel Nicole Irvin
Jadyn H Ives
Katie Lewis Jean
Tianyu Jianguo
Shiming Jin
Ashlyn Lorraine John
Caroline Virginia Jones
Kathryn Connell Jones
Kathryn Ellen Jones
Richard Patrick Jones
Alexandra Elizabeth Karlinchak
Shannon Rose Keane
Shannon Michael Keegan
Charles Joseph Keohan
Nicholas Paul Kerkow
John Robert Cissel Kinney
William Charles Klein
Christian Brett Klingle
Vanessa Aleksandra Knecht
Eli Adler Krakow
Abigail Lorraine Krueger
Brett Alan Kyne
Nastasia Lavrinovich
Eliot Thomas Anthony Leadem
Andrew Francis Lenart
Rachel June Leonard
Caroline Pendleton Leslie
Tianyi Li
Weili Li
Timothy David Liles
Brooke Mackenzie LiRosi
Di Liu
William Michael Lopez
Hannah Mary Lordi
Anna Kathryn Lummus
Ikeer Yar Macarina-Ortiz
John Dixon Manos
Bryanna Manzanilla
Rafael V Marquez
Elena Maria Marsh
Maxwell P Marshall
Sam Mosler Matterazzo
Nathaniel James Maynard
Grace Kathryn McCormack
Gregg J. McNamara
Brenda Holt McNulty
Marlyn Medrano
Brigid J. McNamara
Michael Gregory McMahon
Richard Maxwell Spurling III
Alexandra Mason Staats

Emmett Vanderpool Stern
Kieran Maxwell Storch
Jia Yi Sun
Ramona Jean Suris
Allyson Claire Sweezy
Myles Upchurch Thoeharis
Rossetter James Thomas
Sachak Hanna Whitsworth IV
Max David Thorhjem
Yiwei Tian
Emry Payton Tiersch
Emma Christina Tolan
Edric Toro Espinosa
Arana Lee Tolley
Kenzley Alexi Tracy
Mary Jane Holcombe Transo
Treyton Thomas Turner
Alyssa Lourae Urtega
Ismael Valdez
Charles Hayden Vassev
Willie John Vennema
Amanda Christin Viola
Quynh Nhu Theresia Vu
Olivier Maria Waldron
Jennifer Draper Walker
Duncan McNamar Walsh
Haobo Wang
Jiarui Wang
Alex Ade Barion
Susan McGivney Watts
Virginia Catherine Wells
Meredith Claire West
Benjamin R Westlund
Quinn B. Whedlock
Andrew Paul White
Elizabeth Anne Whitehurst
Benjamin Elford Whorf
Sahara J Willis
Ryan Patric Willey
Amy Victoria Wilson
Eleanor Bonsall Winants
Samantha Riley Wood
Caroline Frances Wright
Chenyang Wu
Jimiquich Xu
Leah Brooke Wyrick
Xianglin Xu
Mark Richard Yamane
Dawson William Yates
Haizua Yong
Emily Mac Zireis
William Nicholas Ziff
Hannah Gray Zimmer
Willam Michael Zemek III
Alexandra Grace Zucker
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Ruiy Kaul
Rahul A Lappin
Reid Allen Larson
Matthew Peter Monedula

Nathaniel George Seegel
Sophia Marie Rossi
Yiyang Shu
Yuxuan Wang

CONFERRED AUGUST 15, 2021

Elvie Grace Sellers

Morgan Elizabeth Rizzi
Sofia Marie Rossi
Benjamin Marx Sauberman

Yiwei Tian
Emry Payton Tiersch

Molly Rose Sugarman

Zezhong Zhang

Christopher Paul Gioni

Zhennad Rose White
Emily Xu
Daniel William Zhang
CADETS TO BE COMMISSIONED

Miles Reeve Bergman  Rachel Noelle Good  Jeremy Geno Nugent  Brandon Lorenzo Staats  Dawson William Yates
Jack Amrhein Feiler  Samuel Alexander Hanson  William Humphrey Pessaud  Rossetter James Thomas

MILITARY GRADUATES WITH DISTINCTION

Samuel Alexander Hanson
Brandon Lorenzo Staats
Rossetter James Thomas
ACADEMIC REGALIA

Academic regalia apparently originated at Oxford and Cambridge more than 600 years ago. The apparel is little changed in design, colors, and symbolism. In no other sector are the ancient usages of the university so unchanging. In 1895 an intercollegiate commission drafted a uniform code for the use of academic caps, gowns, and hoods in the United States. Over the years there have been only minor revisions to the code, which is followed by 95 percent of the colleges and universities in America, including Wake Forest.

Gowns, which according to the tradition, are all black (Harvard, Princeton, and Yale are exceptions), are of three kinds. The bachelor’s gown is a comparatively simple kind that falls in straight lines from an elaborate yoke. The master’s gown is similar to the bachelor’s except for its peculiar arrangement of the long sleeves with square ends that hang below the elbow. The doctor’s gown is an elaborate, full-cut, flowing costume distinguished by velvet panels down the front and around the neck and by three bars of velvet on the bell-shaped sleeves.

The academic hood was literally a garment to protect the wearer from foul weather. It is the identifying symbol of the degree. The length indicates which degree it represents: three feet for the bachelor’s, three and a half for the master’s, and four for the doctoral. The lining indicates the college or university which awarded the degree. Those who receive degrees from Wake Forest wear hoods lined in old gold and black. The color of the trimming identifies the major field of learning: white for arts and letters, copper for journalism, purple for law, green for medicine, and scarlet for theology.

The Wake Forest University trustees wear black robes with old gold and black on the front panels and the bars on the sleeves. The shield from the University seal is embroidered on the front panels.

Some universities have duplicated colors, but generally a glance at the lining, which is worn exposed, will identify the awarding institution. Some of the university colors worn today are:

Old Gold and Black ......................... Wake Forest University
Old Gold and Maroon ....................... University of Minnesota
Old Gold and White ....................... Bryn Mawr College
Gold and Yale Blue ....................... University of Iowa
Gold and Navy Blue ....................... University of Pittsburgh
Gold and Garnet ......................... Florida State University
Gold and Purple ......................... University of Washington
Gold and Red ......................... University of Geneva
Gold and Silver Gray ..................... University of Colorado
Blue and White ......................... University of Kentucky
Pale Blue ......................... University of Maine
Royal Blue ......................... University of Edinburgh
Royal Blue and Gold ................ Eastman School of Music
Yale Blue ......................... Duke University
Columbia Blue and White ................. University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Navy Blue and Orange ..................... University of Virginia
Cardinal ......................... Stanford University
Cardinal and Old Gold ...................... Iowa State University
Crimson ......................... Harvard University
Crimson and Brown ................ Brown University
Harvard Crimson and Yale Blue .... University of Kansas

Crimson and Cream ...................... Indiana University
Crimson and White ........ Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
Garnet and Turquoise ........ George Peabody College
Scarlet ................ Union Theological Seminary
Red and Blue ................ University of Pennsylvania
Bright Red and Black ........ University of Cincinnati
Red and White ................ North Carolina State University
Carnelian (Red) and White ............ Cornell University
White and Scarlet ........ Western Reserve University
Scarlet and Black ........ Texas Tech University
Scarlet and Cream ........ University of Nebraska
Scarlet and Gray ........ Ohio State University
Hunter Green and White .......... Michigan State University
Maroon ................ University of Chicago
Maroon and White .......... Southern Illinois University
Olive Green and Light Blue ........... Tulane University
Orange ................ Syracuse University
Orange and Navy Blue ........ University of Florida
Green and Gold ........ University of Alabama at Birmingham

Silver Gray and Cherry Red ........ University of New Mexico
Dandelion Yellow ........ University of Rochester
Maize and Azure Blue ........ University of Michigan
Violet ................ New York University
Dandilion Yellow ........ University of Rochester
Orange and Black ........ Princeton University
Orange and Black ........ Princeton University
Violet ................ New York University
Dandelion Yellow ........ University of Rochester
Maize and Azure Blue ........ University of Michigan
Violet ................ New York University
Dandelion Yellow ........ University of Rochester
Maize and Azure Blue ........ University of Michigan
Violet ................ New York University
Dandelion Yellow ........ University of Rochester
Maize and Azure Blue ........ University of Michigan
Violet ................ New York University
Dandelion Yellow ........ University of Rochester
Maize and Azure Blue ........ University of Michigan